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Abstract

Routing and Protection over Agile All-Optical Networks (AAPN)

by Peng He

The term “agility” in optical networks describes the ability to deploy bandwidth on demand at fine granularity that allows carriers to deploy services rapidly. An overlaid-star all-photonic WDM network, called the Agile All-Photonic Network (AAPN), can provide such agility through multiplexing over each wavelength in the time domain. The AAPN consists of a number of hybrid photonic/electronic edge nodes connected together via several load-balancing bufferless transparent core nodes and optical fibers to form an overlaid star topology. An AAPN can potentially provide an efficient high bandwidth/high performance core transport network for carriers. Hence, it is very important to design and position AAPN to support widely-deployed IP/MPLS architecture and protocols. This thesis deals with routing and protection of MPLS flows over AAPNs, especially in multi-domain (OSPF multi-area or inter-AS) network environments.

For the routing problem, several AAPN configurations seen by the Internet routers are proposed to solve the scalability issue when deploying AAPN within one IP/MPLS network. Furthermore, a novel inter-area routing framework is proposed which can provide dynamic and optimal inter-area routing in an efficient and scalable way with full backward compatibility with existing OSPF routers. In addition, an AAPN-based Internet Exchange (AIX) architecture with traffic engineering capacity is also developed to provide inter-AS optimal routing.

For the protection problem, instead of using link or path protection, an inter-area shared segment protection approach is proposed, which can take advantage of the above inter-area routing framework. Through sharing, the network resources are used in an efficient way. Through segment-based protection, the recovery time is reduced in case of failures.

By generalizing and extending this AAPN-based routing and protection framework, a general inter-domain (AS or area) traffic engineering architecture, called Star-TE, is proposed. Star-TE satisfies the requirements for inter-area and inter-AS traffic engineering defined by IETF in RFC 4105 and RFC 4216.
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## ACRONYM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAPN</td>
<td>Agile All-Photonic Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Area Border Router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Autonomous System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASBR</td>
<td>AS Border Router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>Border Gateway Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRPC</td>
<td>Backward Recursive Path Computation procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Customer Edge Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSPF</td>
<td>Constraint Shortest Path First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCO</td>
<td>Global Concurrent Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMPLS</td>
<td>Generalized MPLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDP</td>
<td>Label Distribution Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP</td>
<td>Label Switched Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td>Label Switched Router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPLS</td>
<td>Multi-Protocol Label Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBS</td>
<td>Optical Burst Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSI</td>
<td>Open Systems Interconnection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPF</td>
<td>Open Shortest Path First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTDM</td>
<td>Optical Time Division Multiplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXC</td>
<td>Optical Cross-connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>Provider Backbone Bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBB-TE</td>
<td>PBB Traffic Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBT</td>
<td>Provider Backbone Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE</td>
<td>Path Computation Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Provider Edge Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSVP</td>
<td>Resource Reservation Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>Shared Segment Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDM</td>
<td>Time Division Multiplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-MPLS</td>
<td>Transport MPLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>Traffic Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPN</td>
<td>Virtual Private Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSPT</td>
<td>Virtual Shortest Path Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDM</td>
<td>Wavelength Division Multiplex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

1.1. Problem Statement

Most telecommunication carriers, including Telus, Bell Canada, AT&T, MCI and
British Telecom, are migrating to an IP based converged network for provisioning multi-
services (data, voice, video, etc.). In such IP networks, Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) is adopted to enable Traffic Engineering (TE) and support Virtual Private
Networks (VPN). Together with Diffserv, MPLS can also provide Quality of Service (QoS)
support.

An emerging overlaid-star all-photonic WDM network, called the Agile All-Photonic
Network (AAPN) [Bochmann2004, Mason2005, Bochmann2007], can potentially provide
an efficient high-bandwidth core transport network solution for carriers. Hence, it is very
important to design and position AAPN to support widely-deployed IP/MPLS architecture
and protocols.

The AAPN consists of a number of hybrid photonic/electronic edge nodes connected
together via several load-balancing buffer-less transparent core nodes (photonic space
switches) and optical fibers to form an overlaid star topology. By introducing concentrating
devices, AAPN can support up to 1024 edge nodes [Mason2005]. The term “agility” in
AAPN describes its ability to deploy bandwidth on demand at fine granularity (time-slot
instead of wavelength), which radically increases network efficiency and brings to the user
much higher performance at reduced cost [Bochmann2004].

Since the AAPN provides transparent optical transmission between all pairs of edge
nodes, the architecture, as seen by the Internet routers within the surrounding networks
would normally be a completely interconnected mesh. Hence the straightforward use of the
OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) routing protocol used for IP and MPLS leads to scalability
problems when deploying a large AAPN within an IP/MPLS network. For instance, with
1000 edge nodes in an AAPN, this would involve $10^6$ links, which is a number much too
large to be handled by normal Internet routers. Hence in this thesis, we study first how to
solve the scalability issues for deploying an AAPN within a single IP network.
AAPN is actually more suitable to be used in multi-domain (OSPF area or AS) network environment due to its agility at the core and large capacity. Hence in this thesis, we study mainly how to deploy AAPN in multi-domain networks. In such environments, we focus on inter-domain traffic engineering, that is, how to provide optimal inter-domain routing and associated protection in a scalable and efficient way for MPLS flows over the AAPN.

Note that we study the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [RFC 2328] and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [RFC 1771] IP routing protocols, which are commonly used for routing within and among administrative domains, respectively. In the rest of this thesis, we use the term "domain" to represent an OSPF area or an AS (Autonomous System). The definitions of OSPF area and AS are as follows:

**Area:** OSPF area. OSPF is a hierarchical routing protocol that supports large networks through multiple OSPF areas: one backbone area (Area 0) surrounded by non-backbone areas. Area border routers (ABR) are located at the borders between the backbone and the non-backbone areas, and distribute summarized routing information between the areas.

**Autonomous System (AS):** controlled by one service provider; routers within an AS communicate routing information to each other using an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), namely OSPF, or IS-IS. An AS shares routing information with other AS using BGP. Autonomous System Border Routers (ASBRs) are used to connect to another AS via one or more physical links that interconnect ASes.

### 1.2. Motivation and Objective

The work in this thesis is motivated by the goal to find simple and efficient mechanisms for deploying an AAPN in an existing legacy IP/MPLS. We consider two closely related problems: protection and routing. Furthermore, for both of these problems we should consider various network environments, e.g., single-layer vs. multi-layer, intra-domain vs. inter-domain. Since efficient routing in a large multi-domain network supporting QoS requirements and global fast recovery from failures is still an unsolved research topic, we hope that our results provide promising solutions in this area.
1.3. List of Contributions in this Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are the followings.

1. A routing architecture for MPLS flows over AAPN that solves the scalability issue when deploying a large AAPN in single-area networks. (Refer to Section 3.1)

2. An inter-area MPLS dynamic routing framework that provides optimal inter-area routing in a scalability and efficient way on the basis of deploying an AAPN as the backbone area in multi-area networks. (Refer to Section 3.2)

3. Inter-area protection schemes that provide shared (efficient) and segmented (fast) protection for MPLS flows over AAPN under both the commonly-used single-failure assumption and a weakened single-failure (multiple failures) assumption we defined for multi-area networks. (Refer to Chapter 4)

4. A novel Internet eXchange (IX) Architecture based on an AAPN that can guarantee the inter-AS (inter-ISP) optimal routing while keeping scalability and the confidentiality for the TE information in multi-domain environments. (Refer to Section 3.3)

5. A general inter-domain (AS or area) traffic engineering architecture, called Star-TE, that generalizes and extends our AAPN-based routing and protection work, and satisfies the requirements for inter-area and inter-AS traffic engineering defined by IETF in RFC 4105 and RFC 4216. (Refer to Section 5.2)

6. A segmented PCE (Path Computation Element) architecture that avoids the inherent scalability and robustness issues in the original IETF PCE architecture and can be considered as a promising inter-domain traffic engineering solution for large-scale meshed multi-domain networks. (Refer to Section 5.3.3)

7. Other contributions include: delay-performance analyses for AAPN with two proposed bandwidth allocation schemes (called first-fit scheme and first-fit with random scheme), a novel analytical performance model for time-space-switched all-optical networks, and optimization analysis of deploying passive optical time slot interchanger (POTSI) in All-Optical Network. (Refer to Section 6.2)
1.4. Outline of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an introduction to AAPN and the literature review of various routing and protection schemes for MPLS over optical networks. Chapter 3 focuses on routing architectures for MPLS flows over AAPN in single-area, multi-area, multi-AS scenarios. The performance of proposed inter-domain traffic engineering framework is assessed by discrete event simulation. Chapter 4 proposes the inter-area shared segment protection schemes that provide efficient and fast protection for MPLS flows over AAPN. Chapter 5 generalizes and extends our AAPN-based work into a general inter-domain traffic engineering architecture, called Star-TE, and presents more applications of Star-TE in traffic engineering with further discussion. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and identifies areas for further research.
2. Background

2.1. AAPN Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, an Agile All-Photonic Network (AAPN) [Bochmann2004, Mason2005, Bochmann2007] consists of a number of hybrid photonic/electronic edge nodes connected together via several (at least two) load-balancing core nodes and optical fibers to form an overlaid star topology. By introducing concentrator devices, AAPN can support a large number of edge nodes (up to 1024) [Mason2006]. Each core node contains a stack of bufferless transparent photonic space switches (one for each wavelength). In order to avoid optical memory and optical header recognition (hence no E-O-E conversion within the core switches), as required by certain forms of burst switching, AAPN uses synchronous slot-by-slot switching with fixed-sized slots (e.g., 10μs per timeslot) and the arrival of the slots at the input ports of the switch must be synchronized with the slot switching period controlled by the switch. If in a mesh network, where a slot transmitted by an edge node must possibly traverse several switching nodes, the propagation delay on the links between several switching nodes must be precisely adjusted to be a multiple of the slot duration. Since this is difficult to realize, AAPN adopted a star topology with a single core switch. In this case, the only synchronization requirement is that the edge node transmits the next slot at such a time that it arrives at the core switch in time for the beginning of a slot period. This can be realized by a relatively simple synchronization protocol between the edge nodes and the core. Furthermore, in order to cope with the failure of a core node, and in order to increase the overall capacity of the network, AAPN finally uses an architecture of overlaid stars, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

A scheduler at each core node is used to dynamically allocate timeslots over the various wavelengths to each edge node. Each edge node contains a separate buffer for the traffic destined to each of the other edge nodes. In these buffers, packets are collected together in fixed-size slots that are then transmitted as single units across the AAPN via optical links. At the destination edge node the slots are partitioned, with reassembly as necessary, into the original packets that are sent to the outside routers. The term “agility” in
AAPN describes its ability to deploy bandwidth on demand at fine granularity (e.g., timeslots instead of a whole wavelength, in the order of 100Mbps instead of 10 Gpbs), which radically increases network efficiency and brings to the user much higher performance at reduced cost.

![AAPN Overlaid-Star Topology](image)

Figure 2.1: AAPN Overlaid-Star Topology

Generally speaking, an AAPN is a wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) network that consists of several overlaid stars formed by edge nodes that aggregate traffic, interconnected by bufferless optical core nodes that perform fast switching in order to provide bandwidth allocation in sub-wavelength granularity. On the other hand, an AAPN can also be viewed as a distributed switch with potentially large geographical coverage. It contains four key ingredients: (1) (optical) switching core: rapidly reconfigurable switching at the core, (2) intelligent edge: control and routing functionality concentrated at the edge nodes that surround the switching core, (3) AAPN internal optical fiber connecting edge and core nodes. AAPN adopted OTDM (optical time domain multiplexing) on fibers. (4) Overlaid star topology for reliability and increased bandwidth.

The main competition for an AAPN, on the future networking market would probably be electronic Internet routers or switches. However, we believe that the conceptual simplicity of an AAPN and the power of optical transparent switching without E-O-E conversion will give some advantage to the AAPN approach. We also note that the optical lightpaths provided by an AAPN are protocol and rate-independent at the physical level, which facilitates network evolution.
2.2. MPLS Overview

MPLS [RFC 3031] operates at an OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model layer between Layer-2 (data link layer) and Layer-3 (network layer), and thus is often referred to as a "Layer-2.5" protocol. MPLS is a packet label-based switching technique. Packets are assigned a 20-bit label as they enter a MPLS capable IP network. Subsequent packet treatment in the network is based on the label only, e.g., these MPLS-labeled packets are switched after a Label Lookup/Switch instead of a lookup into the IP table of a router.

The labeling of a packet allows the use of advanced forwarding techniques. A packet entering the network at a particular router can be labeled differently than the same packet entering the network at a different router. As a result, some kind of policy routing can easily be made. Since MPLS decouples forwarding from routing, it is able to support a large variety of routing policies that are either difficult or impossible to support with just conventional network layer forwarding.

MPLS uses the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) (RFC 3036) or RSVP (RFC 2205) to exchange the label and LSP (Label Switched Path) binding between Label Switching Routers (LSRs). A LSP is defined as a sequence of labels from an ingress LSR to an egress LSR. LSPs are very similar to unidirectional ATM virtual circuits. The route taken by a LSP between two LSRs can be the same as the conventional network layer route, or the sender LSR can specify an explicit route for this LSP (an explicit route is specified as a sequence of hops rather than being determined by conventional layer-three routing algorithms on a hop-by-hop basis). Thus, apart from conventional IP routing facilities, MPLS can use the routing technique called explicit routing, which can support policy routing and traffic engineering. An explicit route needs to be specified at the time that labels are assigned and does not have to be specified with each IP packet.

MPLS is in use in large "IP Only" networks, and is standardized by IETF in RFC 3031. In practice, MPLS is mainly used to forward IP datagram and Ethernet traffic. Major applications of MPLS are traffic engineering and MPLS VPN (Visual Private Network).
2.3. Previous Work on Routing of IP/MPLS over WDM Optical Networks

Future networks will typically be carrying Internet (IP) traffic – enhanced with MPLS functionality – over optical networks that provide data transmission between IP/MPLS routers. This section reviews the previous work on routing of IP/MPLS over optical networks, both for intra- and inter-domain (area or AS) scenarios.

2.3.1. IP/MPLS Routing over WDM Networks: Intra-Domain Scenario

The basic components of the routing functionality are the collection of information on the network topology and a routing algorithm that determines a route for given source, destination and QoS (Quality of Service) requirements. In a general environment of IP/MPLS over optical networks, the optical network is composed of OXCs (Optical Cross-connect) interconnected by fiber links, and IP/MPLS routers are connected to the OXCs through wavelength ports comprising of optical transmitters and receivers. Under this framework, which is considered by most of the literature, OXCs and fiber links between them form a physical topology in the optical layer; the IP/MPLS routers and lightpaths set up between them form a virtual or logical topology in the IP/MPLS layer.

There are generally three different inter-networking models between these two kinds of topologies: namely peer, augmented, and overlay models for IP/MPLS over optical networks [Koo2004]. One of the most important differences among these models is the type of information shared between the IP/MPLS layer and the optical layer. In the overlay model (Fig. 2.2a), no network information is shared between these layers. Hence routing is done separately in the two layers with their own signaling and control planes. Under this
network model, the IP layer and WDM layer work in a client-server model. In the peer model (Fig. 2.2b), the topology and other network information (e.g., routing information and link state information) are shared between the layers, and a unified routing mechanism, e.g., GMPLS (Generalized MPLS), controls the whole network. The augmented model is a compromise between the peer model and the overlay model. This means that the augmented model shares some part of the information, such as the reachability information, between the layers according to certain agreements, and the two layers are managed independently like in the overlay model.

![Figure 2.2: Models of IP/MPLS over Optical Networks [Koizumi2006]](image)

2.3.1.1. Routing in the overlay model

Two similar and simple routing schemes, based on the overlay model, were proposed in [Ye2001, Koo2004]. When a LSP request arrives, the network first finds a route for the request over the residual capacity on the current logical topology. If no available route exists, it then tries to open a new lightpath directly (one hop) [Ye2001] or indirectly (more than one hop) [Koo2004] between source and destination LSRs of the request.

As a variant of the overlay model, the study in [Koizumi2005] built up the IP/MPLS logical topology by using both the logical links and "virtual link". A virtual-link is a special logical link that is not configured as a lightpath, but can be activated as a lightpath according to the request. If a virtual-link is selected as part of a LSP, the lightpath corresponding to the virtual link is established right away.
2.3.1.2. Routing in the peer model

In the peer model, an integrated graph or auxiliary graph, where both the physical and logical links coexist, is usually adopted to solve the routing/TE problems. The auxiliary graph model has also been used in a dynamic grooming study [Zhu2003]. The graph is usually a layered graph, in which each layer represents one wavelength.

The authors in [Kodialam2001, Zheng2003, Liu2004] provided similar peer-mode routing schemes: the idea is to assign the cost values to both the logical and physical links in the integrated graph first, and then calculate a least cost route for the request using the shortest path algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra's algorithm). The only difference between various routing schemes is the definition of the cost function. It is reported in [Koo2004] that a simple scheme [Zheng2003] just using the physical hops as the cost function performs better (in terms of LSP blocking probability) than the one in [Kodialam2001] which adopted a much more complex cost function. A similar phenomenon was also observed in [Liu2004].

2.3.1.3. Routing in the augmented model

In [Koo2004], an augmented-model-based routing scheme was proposed. It was assumed in this scheme that only a summary of capacity information from the optical layer is shared with the IP/MPLS layer. The novelty of this scheme is considering the constraint on the number of (optical) ports per LSR in the WDM layer, which is usually assumed to be infinite in other schemes.

Loosely speaking, it is believed that the augmented model has the potential to benefit from the advantages of both the overlay and peer models. However, there is still no promising routing algorithm(s) proposed for this model, and there is still little understanding of what kind of information would be most helpful for making LSP routing decisions [Koo2004].
2.3.2. IP/MPLS Routing over WDM Networks: Inter-Domain Scenario

2.3.2.1. Why Inter-area/AS Routing

Currently, several carriers have multi-area networks, and many other carriers that are still using a single OSPF area may have to migrate to a multi-area environment as their networks grow and approach the single-area scalability limit. Hence, it would be useful and meaningful to extend the current MPLS TE capabilities, which are still limited within one OSPF area, across several OSPF areas to support inter-area resource optimization. That is why RFC 4105 was recently published to define detailed requirements for inter-area MPLS traffic engineering and to ask for solutions.

The practical interest in inter-AS end-to-end MPLS routing with guaranteed QoS is also increasing. This is due to the surging VoIP traffic and large VPNs between sites hosted by different carriers (Inter-domain/inter-provider scenario). And some Internet service providers (ISPs) maintain different legacy ASes after corporate acquisitions or mergers (intra-provider inter-AS scenario) [Ricciato2005]. That is why RFC 4216 was published to define detailed requirements for MPLS inter-AS traffic engineering requirements and to ask for solutions.

2.3.2.2. Why It is Difficult

However, having efficient routing in a large multi-area/AS network that obeys QoS requirements is a yet unsolved research topic. The major challenge for inter-area routing is the scalability of routing information. To make routing scalable, the TE information that an area advertises about itself and learns from other areas must be very small. This limits the TE visibility of the head-end LSR essentially to only its own area, and consequently it can no longer run a CSPF (Constrained Shortest Path First) algorithm to compute the shortest path to the tail-end, as the CSPF algorithm requires the whole TE topology information. The scalability issue is even severer in inter-AS routing as multi-AS networks are usually
larger networks. Besides, another big challenge for inter-AS routing is the confidentiality of traffic engineering information. This is because an AS is normally operated by one ISP who competes against other ISPs and hence does not want to reveal its sensitive internal information concerning topology, link capacities, traffic volumes, and routing parameters to its competitors. Only a very limited amount of data (e.g., AS reachability information) is made available to other ASes by means of the BGP protocol.

Scalability and confidentiality limit the quantity and content of inter-domain cooperation. It is unknown yet, even theoretically [Feamster2003, Shrimali2007, Tomaszewski2007], to what extent limited cooperation among domains can still provide global optimality. [Winnick2002] suggests conducting negotiations on traffic engineering information between a pair of neighboring ASes though BGP protocol extensions, but did not clarify the contents and frequency of such negotiations. [Shrimali2007] adopts the method of “Nash Bargaining and Decomposition” to deal with cooperation between domains, but they focus only on two domains and no encouraging results are found. [Tomaszewski2007] presents a decomposable ILP mathematical model for the multi-domain routing optimization problem, but their model is still at a very theoretical level, and does not work well in most cases. In addition, in such a large real-time process, traditional linear programming techniques may not be suitable for flexible trading of constraints and objectives in dynamic networks.

Concerning inter-domain protection, especially shared protection (to save the network resource), it is even more difficult than the inter-domain routing. This is because shared protection needs more TE information than routing. A big part of the TE information for shared protection is about the “protection relationship” among links, e.g., how many links protect this link, and how many links (or nodes) are protected by this individual link, and who are they. This information is part of the confidential information in each domain and should not be disclosed to other domains. On the other hand, beyond the scalability and confidentiality, one extra factor that any inter-domain protection approach has to consider is the speed of protection, as customers usually require fast protection. Multi-domain networks are usually large-scale networks, in which end-to-end path protection that works well in single-domain networks, may not be suitable.

Most of the current proposed practical inter-domain routing approaches fall into three categories, namely TE (traffic engineering) abstraction/aggregation, PCE-based
architecture, and Per-domain approaches with or without partially-extending-TE-visibility, as explained in the followings.

2.3.2.3. TE Abstraction/Aggregation

TE abstraction/aggregation approaches [Zhu2003, Saad2004, Thiongane2005, Guo2007] usually adopt a two-step/layer approach to compute an inter-domain route: first find out a "loose inter-domain route" through topology aggregation/abstraction, then resolve the loose route into a strict path, domain by domain. In general, the TE abstraction techniques refer to either virtual link/tunnel/trees or virtual nodes. The virtual link/tunnel/tree is like "You can reach this destination along this link with these characteristics". The virtual node represents a sub-network as a virtual switch, but it might be deceptive since there is no easy way to advertise its "limited cross-connect capabilities" (due to internal blocking in the abstracted sub-network). Actually, the two-step approach would lead to sub-optimal resource utilization and a precise topology aggregation/abstraction always needs very frequent updates which further raise scalability issues. Hence this category of approaches is considered somewhat unpractical and does not gain strong support in the IETF.

2.3.2.4. PCE-based approaches proposed by IETF

As defined in [RFC 4655], a Path Computation Element (PCE) is an entity, a node or a process, that is capable of computing a TE LSP based on a given network graph (together with computational constraints) in response to a path computation request from a LSR or an application (e.g., from a network management system). A domain could have one or more PCEs to compute intra-domain paths in either a centralized or a distributed (cooperative) fashion. For inter-domain path computation, the cooperation among the PCEs of different domains is a must. Currently, the PCE-based architecture can compute optimal inter-domain TE LSPs if the domain sequence to traverse is given [Vasseur2007b]. And the
optimality is guaranteed through each PCE by advertising a candidate optimal path for each entry point, which leads to an exhaustive search.

In [Matsuura2007], the authors propose a hierarchically distributed PCE (HDPCE) architecture to cooperatively create appropriate IPTV trees for multi-domain users. It actually implements in the PCE the previously-discussed (Section 2.3.2.3) two-step/layer TE abstraction/aggregation approach by PCE.

PCE-based approaches separate path computation from signaling, and hence can support more complex routing (i.e., multi-layer, multi-domain). But this is at the cost of building up a kind of multi-domain path computation plane (or overlay network), composed of the PCEs and associated PCE-PCE communication processes, and corresponding modifications on current routing/signaling protocols, e.g., OSPF-TE, RSVP-TE. Meanwhile, the performance of PCE-based routing mechanism is still unclear. The potential scalability issues of the PCE-based architecture, when deployed in large-scale networks, have not yet been considered.

2.3.2.5. Per-domain approach and Partially-extending-TE-visibility

Per-domain approach is a straight-forward method to compute inter-domain paths in a domain by domain fashion (see Fig.2.3), usually triggered by a signaling process. Partially-extending-TE-visibility is to extend the LSRs’ TE-visibility further to the inter-domain links. This is to improve the chance of successful signaling along the next domain in case of resource shortage or unsatisfied constraints on inter-domain connectivity and to reduce the signaling crankback. As illustrated in Fig.2.3, there are two kinds of partial-visibility-extensions, namely outgoing-view-extension [Chen2007] if only the TE information of the outgoing direction connectivity from the domain borders is advertised inside, and incoming-view-extension [Miyamura2004a, Miyamura2004b, Otani2007] if only the TE information of the incoming direction connectivity to the domain borders is advertised inside. Actually, the per-domain approach or either of the two extended per-domain approaches separates an inter-domain path into several segments (see Fig. 2.3) and then
does the path computation segment by segment. Hence this category of approaches can not guarantee the findings of optimal inter-domain paths [Vasseur2007a].

![Diagram of network domains and inter-domain connecting facility (e.g., inter-domain links, Ethernet, or AAN)]

Figure 2.3: Per-domain approach and two partially-extending-TE-visibility approaches.

2.4. Previous Work on Resilience of IP/MPLS over WDM Optical Networks

Although networks are now becoming more and more reliable (due to the software and hardware upgrading), there are still frequent network failures that are becoming a cause for concern. There is no doubt that current and future optical networks will carry a tremendous amount of traffic, including voice and video flows, along with regular Internet traffic. Hence a failure in an optical network will have a disastrous effect: affecting millions or billions of users. This is the main reason why resilience (recovering from failure) remains a major research topic for next generation optical networks.
2.4.1. Resilience Techniques Overview

The resilience techniques can be classified, in general, into two categories: protection and restoration.

In protection, backup path(s) are established and spare capacity is reserved for them at the time the working path is set up, in another words, before any network failures happen. In restoration, only after a network failure has taken place, backup path(s) are computed based on updated topology and resource information, and established in real-time while the spare capacity is allocated to them dynamically.

Obviously, protection will yield the fastest recovery and highest availability but may cost more resources, since it pre-allocates spare capacity for pre-established backup paths to react to the failures. On the other hand, restoration has high resource efficiency but it is typically slower than protection and can not guarantee full restoration of the affected traffic. This is because real-time backup path establishment may involve dynamic route calculation and spare capacity allocation, which may not always be successful due to the dynamic nature of the network traffic (especially in heavy network load scenario).

As shown in Figure 2.4, the resilience techniques can also be grouped by their protected scope: either link/node-, or segment- or end-to-end (E2E) path-oriented. In path-oriented methods, traffic is recovered along backup paths (physically disjointed from the corresponding working paths) between source and destination node pairs for each connection that traverses the failed links. In link/node/segment-oriented methods, traffic is recovered around failed links/nodes. On the other hand, protection can be also classified according to its accessibility to the back-up network resources: either 1+1 dedicated, or M:N shared (N working paths share the resource of M backup paths). In 1+1 dedicated protection, the traffic is transported simultaneously on both working path and backup path; whereas in M:N shared protection, the traffic is switched over from a working path to a backup path only after the occurrence of a failure. Hence, the backup resources can be used by some low priority pre-emptive traffic in the absence of a failure.

Restoration can be further classified according to the computation style of the backup paths: it could be in real-time right after the failure, or pre-planned. This means that the backup paths are calculated already but the corresponding resource is not yet reserved.
When a failure occurs, one of the backup paths will be selected based on the topology and resource information at that time.

Figure 2.4: Classification of Resilience Techniques (single layer, single area)

**TABLE 2.1: OVERALL CLASSIFICATION OF RECOVERY TECHNIQUES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-area</th>
<th>Inter-area</th>
<th>Inter-AS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MPLS Layer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optical Layer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multi-Layer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: in each cell represents the Resilience Techniques illustrated in Figure 2.4)

Besides, as seen in Table 2.1, depending on which network layer(s) performs the protection and restoration, resilience techniques can be classified as single-layer (e.g., MPLS layer, or optical layer) and multi-layer (e.g., MPLS over Optical) mechanisms. In addition, based on the applicable-range, resilience techniques can also be classified into...
intra-area, multi-area, or inter-domain (or multi-domain). Only the techniques corresponding to the first column of Table 2.1 (intra-area) have been studied extensively.

2.4.2. Intra-Domain MPLS Layer Recovery

Due to the relatively slow fault recovery mechanism of IP, which may take several seconds to minutes to recover from a failure [Larrabeiti2005], G/MPLS technology is involved to provide fast recovery around a failure point in tens of milliseconds. This is comparable to SDH/SONET recovery, and hence makes G/MPLS satisfy the reliability requirements of optical networks [Huang2004].

Classification of MPLS layer recovery mechanisms follows the same spirit of Fig. 2.3, but it can be simplified into two criteria [RFC 3469]: rerouting (restoration-type) vs. protection switching (protection-type), and local (link/node scope) repair vs. global (end-to-end path scope) repair.

The intent of global (path) repair is to protect against the failure of any link or node or any segment of the working path, whereas the intent of local repair is to protect against a single link or node failure. In global repair, the recovery (rerouting or protection switching) is always activated on an end-to-end basis, irrespective of where a failure occurs. But in local repair, it is usually the upstream node of the failure point who initiates the recovery actions; hence the amount of overall recovery time is minimized. In the MPLS layer, generally speaking, recovery schemes based on rerouting mechanisms prefer local repair [Cheml999, Yoon2001], while schemes based on global repair prefer protection switching.

The study in [Huang2002] presented an end-to-end MPLS path protection scheme and used signaling from the point of failure to inform the upstream LSRs that a path has failed. The novelty of this scheme is to establish a Reverse Notification Tree (RNT) to distribute the fault and recovery notifications efficiently to all ingress nodes that may be hidden due to label merging operations along the path. The RNT is normally a multipoint-to-point tree, where the PSLs (Path Switch LSR) become the leaves of the trees and an appropriated chosen PML (Path Merge LSR) is the root. Unlike schemes that treat each individual LSP independently, the RNT allows for only one (or a small number of) signaling message on the shared segments of all the LSPs [Huang2004].
Haskin’s recovery scheme [Haskin2000] adopted protection switching with global repair. When a LSR detects a failure, it switches the (working) incoming traffic by linking the upstream portion of the working path to the downstream portion of the recovery path. As presented in Figure 6, when LSR7 fails, the working traffic is rerouted along the recovery path LSR5–3–1–2–4–6–8–9; whereas in Huang’s scheme above [Huang2002], the recovery path is LSR1–2–4–6–8–9. The advantages of Haskin’s scheme are fast recovery time and almost no packet loss during link/node failure, while the main drawback is inefficiency in terms of bandwidth utilization.

Ahn’s scheme [Ahn2002] uses a rerouting model with local repair. The novelty of the scheme is introducing the concept of a “candidate-PML” (Path Merge LSR), which is any LSR along the working path that can be used as a PML. The basic idea is that when a network failure occurs, the immediate-upstream LSR of the failure starts to calculate the least-cost recovery path of all possible alternative paths between itself and each downstream candidate-PML so as to increase the recovery probability.

Following the same line of thinking, the authors in [Colle2001] proposed a rerouting mechanism called fast topology-driven constraint-based rerouting (FTCR), where the first available upstream LSR rather than the original LSR is responsible for rerouting. While in [Zheng2004], a multi-initiation rerouting mechanism was proposed. In this mechanism, each of the nodes along the working path initiates a restoration process upon the detection or notification of a link failure. In each of the processes, the initiating node attempts to dynamically establish a backup path to work around the failed link. The destination node, acting as a coordinator, finally chooses one of these multiple restoration processes.
Besides, [Pan2000, RFC 3469] introduced several extensions to RSVP-TE so as to enable the signaling for local protection to establish, maintain, and switchover bypass tunnels. The proposed bypass tunnel is defined as a LSP that backs up a set of working LSP-segments by making use of a label stack. This local protection (also referred as *Local Fast Reroute* in [Huang2004]) is based on pre-established bypass tunnels; hence the efficiency of resource utilization is poor (you need to pre-establish many bypass tunnels) although it has fast recovery time.

### 2.4.3. Intra-Domain Recovery in Meshed Optical Networks

In general, classification of optical-layer resilience mechanism/techniques follows the same spirit of Fig. 2.3. However, as we discussed previously, protection-based mechanisms usually result in a high resource redundancy and poor network throughput (especially in the dedicated-protection as in the case of SONET/SDH networks) although it provides 100% recovery from any single failure. In restoration-based mechanisms, on the other hand, the network resource utilization is efficient but at the price of longer restoration time and the risk of no available backup path when a failure happens. As we know, the resource allocation in the optical layer is coarse, e.g., a lightpath occupies one wavelength. Hence most recovery schemes in the optical layer prefer shared protection that can achieve 100% restorability while significantly reducing the redundancy in terms of network capacity consumption. Restoration techniques are desired that can decrease the restoration time while increasing the restorability at the same time. Optimization methods such as Integer Linear Programming (ILP) are usually employed to solve the problem of shared protection resource provisioning. Note that in shared protection, various backup paths are allowed to share resources subject to the shared risk link group (SRLG) constraint. According to the SRLG constraint, resources cannot be shared by backup paths whose working paths can fail simultaneously. The single-link failure model is usually assumed as fault model.
2.4.3.1. Path-based Shared Protection

The intent of path-based shared protection in optical networks is to find spare resources that are physically disjoint from the corresponding working paths, over which the working traffic could be rerouted to backup paths during any failure of network elements along the working paths. The task of finding shared protection paths for a specific group of working paths is referred to as “survivable routing” (technically, it is diverse routing since it needs to find out the disjoint working and backup path pairs) or “spare capacity allocation”. These two are the same because survivable routing looks for the least cost route (working path or working and backup path pair), while the efficient spare capacity allocation is usually considered in the definition of the cost function of the routing algorithms.

The straightforward scheme for diverse routing is a two-step approach, also referred as active path first (APF) [Xu2002, Tapolcai2003]. The APF scheme derives the working path using Dijkstra’s algorithm at the first step, then finds out the backup path in the residual network topology. However, APF only guarantees the best path for the working path, not the working-and-backup path pair. Sometimes in some network topologies, there is even no existing disjoint backup path for a derived working path. This means the working and backup paths should be computed jointly.

In [Tapolcai2003], an improved two-step-approach, iterative two-step-approach (ITSA), was proposed. Basically, ITSA runs the above two-step-approach iteratively: inspecting kth-shortest paths between each S-D pair one after the other until the least cost working and shared protection path pair is found. The link cost metric is defined to be roughly proportional to the required bandwidth of the connection.

Further considering shared spare capacity allocation, a novel link cost metric is defined in [Xu2002]: the cost for the working path to take link j is determined by the maximum spare capacity among all the other links in the network protecting link j. The purpose of this new link metric is to force the working path to traverse through links yielding smaller maximum non-sharable spare capacity. Hence the backup path can have a better chance of finding sharable spare capacity.

The study in [Ho2004b] provides a modified Dijkstra’s algorithm, namely Maximum Likelihood Relaxation (MLR), which jointly takes the link cost and the number of links (hops) with sufficient sharable spare capacity into consideration. It is reported in
[Ho2004b,c] that ITS A can achieve the best performance in terms of blocking probability, while PBC takes the least amount of computation time. MLR initiates a compromise between these two.

Besides, a \( M:N \) style shared protection is proposed in [Maach2004] for time slotted optical networks. This scheme relies on the fact that the working traffic of a request may be composed of many flows going through different physical paths. Therefore traffic granularity to be protected is reduced and the protection could be achieved more efficiently and cost effectively by provisioning one backup (e.g., \( M=1 \)) and sharing it among these flows (\( N \) flows). A very similar idea, called “Self-Protecting Multipaths”, was provided in [Menth2004].

### 2.4.3.2. Segment-based Shared Protection

Actually, segment-based protection can be considered as a generalized form of link-based protection (if a segment equals to a link) and path-based protection (if a segment equals to a path). A segment of the working path together with its corresponding backup path is called a protection domain (Figure 2.6). Normally, compared with path-based shared protection, segment-based shared protection can improve capacity efficiency (note this is true in shared not dedicated segment-based protection) and minimize restoration time. On the other hand, segment-based protection increases the complexity of design and implementation. The key lies in the questions: how to optimally (NP-hard in most cases), or near-optimally assign the protection domains along the working path while considering network resource sharing at the same time?

In [Su2001] the authors proposed an algorithm to find the working path first and then its backup path segments. By introducing a new light-weight aggregated link cost metrics termed “buckets”, the algorithm focuses on constructing the backup paths with minimal wavelength consumption. Each bucket corresponds to a failure event, and the “height” of the bucket, indicates the protection wavelengths that are reserved on the link for that failure event.

The authors in [Qiao2002] proposed an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for performing segment-based shared protection according to the working path that is already determined. The algorithm is characterized by the effort of inspecting all possible
allocations of protection domain and all possible numbers of protection domains. But the advantage of this algorithm is limited if the working path is not selected well. That means, just like routing with path shared protection (as described above), the computation of working and backup segments should be performed jointly. Based on this idea, the routing algorithm of [Qiao2002] was improved in [Xiong2003], which is based on a heuristic ILP formulation. Together, two scaling parameters are introduced in the algorithm to avoid the nonlinearity possibly induced when multiple states of spare capacity along each link are considered. However, how to select optimal values for these two parameters is still an open issue.

The most promising segment-based shared protection is the SLSP (Short Leap Shared Protection) scheme proposed in [Ho2002]. The main idea of SLSP is to subdivide a working path into several overlapping segments as shown in Figure 7. The overlap between adjacent protection domains is for the purpose of protecting node failure along a working path. Each protection domain has a PSN (Path Switch Node) and a PMN (Path Merge Node), which switches over and merges back the affected traffic during a failure, respectively. A following heuristic algorithm called Cascaded Diverse Routing (CDR) is introduced in [Ho2004a]:

**Step 1:** Select the $S$ shortest alternate paths from the $L_{th}$-shortest paths in terms of hop count for each node pair in the network.

**Step 2:** Define a series of PSL−PML pairs along each alternate path with a fixed distance $D$. Note: Steps 1 and 2 can be performed off-line.

**Step 3:** As a connection request arrives, the ITSA algorithm [Tapolcai2003] is invoked upon a set of PSL−PML pairs along an alternate path. Then the ITSA algorithm is iteratively performed on each alternate path until a feasible solution is derived.

---

Figure 2.6: Illustration of SLSP [Ho2004a].

The most promising segment-based shared protection is the SLSP (Short Leap Shared Protection) scheme proposed in [Ho2002]. The main idea of SLSP is to subdivide a working path into several overlapping segments as shown in Figure 7. The overlap between adjacent protection domains is for the purpose of protecting node failure along a working path. Each protection domain has a PSN (Path Switch Node) and a PMN (Path Merge Node), which switches over and merges back the affected traffic during a failure, respectively. A following heuristic algorithm called Cascaded Diverse Routing (CDR) is introduced in [Ho2004a]:

**Step 1:** Select the $S$ shortest alternate paths from the $L_{th}$-shortest paths in terms of hop count for each node pair in the network.

**Step 2:** Define a series of PSL−PML pairs along each alternate path with a fixed distance $D$. Note: Steps 1 and 2 can be performed off-line.

**Step 3:** As a connection request arrives, the ITSA algorithm [Tapolcai2003] is invoked upon a set of PSL−PML pairs along an alternate path. Then the ITSA algorithm is iteratively performed on each alternate path until a feasible solution is derived.
By tuning the values of certain parameters called $S$, $L$ and $D$, it is reported in [Ho2004a] that CDR performs better than other schemes.

### 2.4.3.3. Active Restoration

The study in [Azim2004] proposed a restoration scheme, the so-called active restoration scheme, where a working path is protected by (pre-defined but not reserved) multiple backup paths that start from the source node of the path to the nodes along the working path, respectively. Upon a failure along the working path, the node immediate-downstream to the failure probes the availability of the pre-defined backup routes supported by each downstream node of the failure, and the first available backup route will be taken to restore the affected traffic [Azim2004]. Similar ideas were also presented in [Zheng2004, Tan2005, Ahn2002].

### 2.4.3.4. p-Cycle

The p-cycle [Grover2000] is a cyclic, pre-calculated, pre-assigned, closed path with a certain amount of allocated spare capacity [Blouin2003]. It provides protection for any link that has both end nodes on the cycle as either an on-cycle link or a straddling link [Grover2000]. The p-cycle combines the advantages of the ring and of the mesh: it realizes ring-like recovery speed while retaining the capacity efficiency of the mesh-based methods. As a shared link protection method, p-cycle has high capacity efficiency and shorter fault detection and shorter re-routing time than path oriented methods.

Regarding the p-cycle allocation/assignment methods, there are generally two kinds of approaches: ILP-based [Schupke2002, Grover2002], which are difficult and time-consuming, and heuristic (iterative-based) solution [Doucette2003]. In [Doucette2003], a p-cycle is decided as follows: first to identify a set of candidate p-cycles, then to search iteratively for improvements on those cycles through various operations, finally to obtain a cycle with high efficiency and all working capacity of the network being protected.

At the end of this section, we should point out that the basic ideas in most of the above optical layer recovery techniques can also be applied in the MPLS layer, e.g., adopting segment-based shared protection in MPLS networks while considering restoration latency.
by limiting the length of the protection domain [Li2002], or building up MPLS layer p-cycle [Kang2003], etc.

## 2.4.4. Multi-Layer Recovery

It is evident that resilience schemes at the WDM or MPLS layer have their own pros and cons. Recovery at the WDM layer has the advantages that the average protection and restoration time is relatively small (1-100ms) and the granularity of switch is coarse. However, the recovery schemes at the WDM layer cannot resolve failures in a higher layer, such as router faults and service degradation in the IP layer. On the other hand, the recovery at the IP/MPLS layer results in better resource utilization and offers finer-grained service to different traffics, but it is slower and less scalable than its counterparts in the WDM layer. The study in [Qin2003, Pickavet2006] indicated that recovery at multiple layers is necessary to reach high availability compared with single-layer-only recovery. Finding efficient mechanisms to coordinate the various resilience techniques at different layers of the network, together with the corresponding spare capacity allocation at different layers in an efficient way, are the main objectives in multi-layer recovery.

![Multi-layer Resilience](image.png)

Figure 2.7: Multi-layer Resilience (a) MPLS LSR and OXC one-to-one match [Pickavet2006]; (b) MPLS LSR and OXC non one-to-one match [Staessens2006]

Roughly, multilayer recovery schemes can be classified as uncoordinated, sequential and integrated according to the inter-working between the IP/MPLS and optical layers [Colle2002, Pickavet2006].

a) Uncoordinated Approach
In this most straightforward multi-layer recovery approach, recovery actions are deployed in multiple layers without any coordination, resulting in parallel recovery actions at distinct layers. Obviously, the main drawback of this approach is inefficient resource utilization due to the duplicated recovery of a single failure.

b) Sequential Approach

In the sequential approach, the logical network topology remains unchanged (static) at the time of a failure and no specific actions are initiated to modify it. The coordination of the recovery mechanisms at the network layers normally follows a sequential way, bottom-up [Colle2002] or top-down escalation.

The bottom-up strategy starts the recovery actions in the lowest detecting layer and escalates upwards only when the failure-affected traffic could not be recovered by the lower layer. The top-down escalation initiates the recovery actions from the highest detecting layer and escalates downwards only if the failure-affected traffic could not be handled by the higher layer. But since a lower layer has no easy way to detect on its own whether a higher layer was able to restore the traffic, the implementation of this strategy is somewhat more complex and currently not applied.

c) Integrated Approach

The integrated approach takes into account the combined knowledge of resource and topology information in both the IP/MPLS and optical layers to deploy recovery actions. This combined topology knowledge can be represented in a single integrated graph, by assigning appropriate cost to the edges of the graph. Survivable routing can be performed just like it is performed in the previous peer model (Section 2.2.1.2). Following this line of thinking, an integrated (peer model) shared path protection scheme was proposed and studied through simulation in [Liu2004]. The novelty of this scheme is its definition of the cost function: through an adjustable parameter, $k$, in the cost function, people can control the preference of minimum physical resources (number of hops per path) and load balance. The idea is based on the following observation: when the network load is low, minimizing the hops of physical links on a path is most important in routing; when network load is high, load balancing becomes more important. Similar work has also been done in [Zheng2003].
2.4.5. Inter-Domain Recovery

2.4.5.1. MPLS/GMPLS Inter-Domain Recovery

For inter-area/AS recovery, MPLS/GMPLS schemes prefer to use path (or sub-path, segment) protection because it is, generally speaking, difficult to find a backup path/sub-path in real time after the failure for a long inter-area or inter-domain working LSP. Hence the diverse path computation is important in these schemes.

a). Primary Path Route Object (PPRO)-based Scheme [Lang2004]

Lang et al. computed (and hence installed) the primary/working and backup paths subsequently (in separate phases) to support the end-to-end GMPLS-based path recovery. For this purpose, they proposed a new route object, called Primary Path Route Object (PPRO), in addition to the original Path Route Object (PRO) in standard RSVP-TE.

The working LSP is signaled with the standard RSVP-TE procedure. The record route object (RRO) is then activated in the working path RESV message with the role of collecting the detailed node-level path information of the established working LSP and reporting it back to the head-end node. Subsequently, the head-end node starts the setup phase of the backup LSP with a new downstream PATH message including an additional PPRO that records the working path to avoid overlap with the working path.

b). Associated Route Object (ARO) Scheme [Ricciato2004, 2005]

The ARO-based scheme computes the working and backup paths jointly. Hence, it is superior to the PPRO-based one: higher success rate and lower total cost [Ricciato2005]. The ARO-based scheme is accomplished by using the ARO in conjunction with the ERO (Explicit Routing Object) during the first PATH message. The key point of this scheme is to assume that each domain border node is able to jointly compute a pair of diverse paths from any pair of border nodes toward the remote destination.

When the working path PATH message goes to the destination node, the working path has been fully computed and partially signaled (PATH phase), and the backup path has been completely computed and collected in the ARO. The backup path can be returned in the RESV messages to the head node, which will start the subsequent installation of the backup LSP.
c). Inter-area SRLG-disjoint multi-segment protection Scheme in GMPLS networks [Miyamura03]

[Miyamura03] proposed a two-segment mechanism for providing path protection in multi-area GMPLS networks, with SRLG considerations.

Suppose we want to set up a connection from node S to node D in Fig. 2.8 with path protection. In the first step, node S asks an ABR in its own area (e.g., ABR2 in Area 1) to compute both the working sub-path (e.g., S→ABR 2) and backup sub-path (S→ABR 1). In the second step, ABR 2 sends the Path Computation Request message to one of the ABRs in Area 2 (e.g., ABR 5). Then ABR 5 can find a pair of SRLG-disjoint paths optimally from ABR 1 and ABR 2 to node D as ABR 5 has the routing information of both Area 0 and Area 2. However, this scheme is still sub-optimal because the summation of routing optimization in Area 1 and routing optimization in both Area 0 and Area 2 does not lead to the global routing optimization in overall network (Area 1 + Area 0 + Area 2).

Figure 2.8: Inter-area SRLG-disjoint and multi-segment protection Scheme [Miyamura03]

d). Bypass Tunnel Scheme for Inter-domain Restoration [Huang2003, 2004]

This scheme allows the working and backup LSPs to be concatenated at the domain boundaries so as to combine the advantages of fast local repair at the domain boundaries and resource-efficiency of end-to-end path protection within domains.
In Fig. 2.9, three bypass tunnels \((T1, T2, T3)\) are setup manually at domain boundaries. A working LSP, \(P1(P1_a \rightarrow P1_b \rightarrow P1_c)\), is hence protected by three segments: backup sub-path \(B1_a\) in (source) Domain \(A\), backup sub-path \(B1_c\) in (destination) Domain \(B\), and the three bypass tunnels. Suppose \(P1\) fails at the destination domain, the traffic can go \(P1_a \rightarrow LSR1 \rightarrow P1_b \rightarrow LSR2 \rightarrow T3 \rightarrow LSR4 \rightarrow B1_c\) or \(P1_a \rightarrow LSR1 \rightarrow T1 \rightarrow LSR4 \rightarrow T3 \rightarrow B1_c\). Compared with MPLS end-to-end path protection, in which the source node always acts as PSR (path switch LSR), the bypass tunnel scheme has less restoration time [Huang2003, 2004]. This is because the domain boundary LSRs (\(LSR1\) and \(LSR2\) in Fig. 2.9) can also act as PSR in some failure cases. Meanwhile, the bypass tunnel scheme has more efficient resource utilization through using the working path as much as possible when performing recovery after the failure.

d) PCE-based approach [Vasseur2003, 2004]

Only the PCE-based approach can provide global routing optimization, at least theoretically. The PCE-based optimal-routing mechanisms, described in Section 2.2.2.5, can be extended in a straightforward way for diverse/disjoint path computation. The only difference is that PCE needs to compute a least cost path pair (working and backup) now. In order to ensure a globally optimal solution, as in Figure 4, PCE has to advertise an optimal path pair for each possible pair of entry points. Obviously, if the number of domain gateway nodes is large, the route computation overhead of the PCE-PCE communication becomes heavy, which may degrade the overall performance of the PCE-based approaches [Ricciato2005].
2.4.5.2. Optical Layer Inter-Domain Recovery

a) Segment-based Protection (per-segment approach discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.3)

In [Akyamac2002], the authors considered a segment-based inter-domain protection scheme. The end-to-end inter-domain lightpath consists of smaller lightpath segments that are routed between the gateway nodes. Routing and protection is strictly limited to each domain, thus the backup paths for local failures will be contained in the domain and will not traverse into the neighboring domains. This protection scheme assumes that the gateway nodes will never fail.

b) Path Shared Protection

The recovery scheme in [Thiongane2005] used the layered approach (Sec. 2.2.2.4) to compute working and backup path pair. For a new request, the working path is routed first, and then the (shared) backup path is computed based on the network graph after removing the working path, both using Dijkstra’s algorithm.

c) Inter-domain p-cycle

The p-cycle-based inter-domain recovery scheme in [Farkas2005] is basically a two-layer approach. It decomposes the multi-domain resilience problem into two sub-problems, namely the higher-level inter-domain protection, and the lower level intra-domain protection. Building p-cycles at the higher level is to handle the failures for the inter-domain links. At the lower level, traditional protection schemes can be applied as intra-domain protection. However, this higher level p-cycle is not able to handle node failures and might lead to inefficient use of network resources [Farkas2005].

d) Several Resilience Mechanisms in a multi-domain IP-over-Optical Environment [Staessens2006]

The study in [Staessens2006] is the one most close to my own research topic. It considered the end-to-end recovery in multi-domain IP networks interconnected by an optical domain. The end-to-end recovery is composed of difference segments (IP network recovery, gateway recovery and optical network recovery). This paper focused on the gateway-to-gateway (gateway->Optical domain->gateway) recovery and assumed the recovery within the domains is provided. The following generic end-to-end recovery techniques (Fig. 2.10) are studied quantitatively:
• **No optical protection** (Fig. 2.10a): working and corresponding backup IP connections are set up without any extra protection in the optical domain.

• **Optical protection of both IP connections** (Fig. 2.10b): there is extra protection in optical domain, both to working and backup IP connections.

• **Optical protection for the working paths** (Fig. 2.10c): there is extra protection in the optical domain, but only for the working IP connections.

• **Dynamic restoration** (Fig. 2.10d): The optical network is capable of setting up lightpaths at will in case of failure; this means that providing restoration-type recovery in the optical domain so as to use the network resource in a very efficient way.

The study in [Staessens2006] gives hints and is helpful to people doing research in multi-layer multi-domain recovery. The results are somehow preliminary and a little bit rough. The work is interesting, although many deeper issues are still open, e.g., routing optimization is never considered.

### 2.4.5.3. Multi-layer Inter-Domain Recovery

As far as we know, there is no promising solution published for the resilience issues in multi-layer multi-domain network environments. Two general reviews on resilience in a multi-layer multi-domain network environment were given in [Larrabeiti2005] and [Demeester2005], together with the classification of some issues related to it. In [Larrabeiti2005], it is further pointed out that network resilience based on fast re-routing might be achieved, loosely speaking, by using alternative disjoint multi-domain backup paths through other domains together with inter-domain link protection strategies. And intelligent usage of MPLS label stacking might add scalability to the establishment of LSPs between non-directly connected domains.

In [Demeester2005], the author suggested that multi-domain p-cycle might be useful for resilience in a multi-domain environment, since a p-cycle is established in advance and shares the capacity (resource) without knowing all the working and backup paths.

The study in [Miyamura2004-2] touched the resilience issue for inter-region multi-layer networks through providing a multi-layer disjoint path selection algorithm, which is a simple extension of their work in [Miyamura2004a]. The multi-layer routing is
implemented in a simple way: finding the least-cost working and backup path pair first at the G/MPLS virtual topology; if not successful, then finding the least-cost path pair at the optical layer.

Figure 2.10: Several generic end-to-end recovery techniques in [Staessens2006]
3. Routing of MPLS flows

Over AAPN

An Agile All-Photonic Network (AAPN) [Bochmann2004, Mason2005, Bochmann2007], with an overlaid-star topology, can potentially provide an efficient high bandwidth/high performance core transport network solution for carriers. Hence, it is very important to design and position AAPN to support the IP/MPLS architecture and protocols. Deploying AAPN in an IP/MPLS network environment needs signaling and routing information exchange between the routers surrounding the AAPN. Particularly, we study the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [RFC 2328] IP routing protocol, which is commonly used for routing within a single administrative domain.

OSPF is a link-state routing protocol that is used by MPLS and GMPLS (Generalized MPLS) (with extensions). Each OSPF-running router exchanges LSAs (link state advertisements) through a reliable flooding mechanism to build up and synchronize its link state database (LSDB) with the database of other nodes in the network. The LSDB thus becomes a complete representation of the network topology and resource information (OSPF with TE extensions, OSPF-TE [RFC 3630]). Based on it, each router can use the shortest-path-first (SPF) algorithm to compute its routing table, or run a constraint-shortest-path-first (CSPF) algorithm to perform source routing. OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE (Resource Reservation protocol with TE extensions) [RFC 3209] are fundamental for MPLS TE as they are used to compute and establish explicitly routed LSPs (label-switched paths) whose paths follow a set of TE constraints.

OSPF is a hierarchical routing protocol that supports large networks through multiple OSPF areas: one backbone area (Area 0) surrounded by non-backbone areas. Area border routers (ABR) are located at the border between the backbone and the non-backbone areas, and distribute summarized routing information among the areas.

In this chapter, we consider two scenarios to deploy an AAPN in an IP/MPLS network environment, namely within one OSPF area networks and within several OSPF areas networks. Since a large portion of the anticipated connections will need to traverse both...
the backbone area and the non-backbone areas, we focus on the second scenario, in which the proposed inter-networking framework can implement inter-area MPLS Traffic Engineering in an efficient and distributed manner.

3.1. Solving the Scalability Issue when Deploying AAPN within a Single OSPF Area Network

The first scenario to deploy AAPN in IP/MPLS networks is in a single OSPF/OSPF-TE area (as shown in Fig. 3.1).

![Figure 3.1: Deploying an AAPN is in a single OSPF/OSPF-TE area network](image)

3.1.1. The Problem: Scalability Issue

Since the AAPN provides an $N \times N$ interconnection structure for the $N$ edge nodes of the AAPN architecture, the straightforward usage of a routing protocol like OSPF leads to scalability problems since the value of $N$ could be very large (e.g., around 1000 and OSPF has to deal with $N \times (N-1)$ links). Hence we need to consider what aspect of the AAPN
topology should be exported to the IP/MPLS world and how to organize the related routing information exchange. In addition, the exported topology should be:

- As simple as possible (to reduce routing protocol traffic, routing calculation and the size of the link-state database)
- Provide a good match with the fault model of the AAPN (e.g., link/edge node/core-node failure)
- Meet the traffic engineering requirement (not fully opaque to the outside)

Note: due to the symmetric architecture of AAPN (see Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 3.1), we use the “bundle” concept to further reduce the overhead traffic to the outside. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, all the links from one edge node to the core nodes are exported as one TE link. Similarly, the overlaid core nodes in AAPN are, if necessary, exported as one core node, called “the core”.

![Figure 3.2: Abstraction of AAPN: TE links and the core.](image)

### 3.1.2. Description of Proposed Solutions

We propose four approaches described as follows:

1) Full-Mesh (Fig. 3.3a)

The whole AAPN (edge nodes, links, and core nodes) is exported as a full-mesh network to the outside (Fig. 3.3a). Within the AAPN, permanent connections are set up between all edge node pairs for routing information exchange, and may also be used for data exchange; while additional connections for data transmission may be established on demand. Each AAPN edge node behaves as an IP/MPLS router and the core nodes are invisible to the outside.

2) Core-Star (Fig. 3.3b)
A star topology (the core surrounded by $N$ edge nodes) is exported to the outside IP world. Each edge node maintains a two-way permanent connection only with the core for routing information exchange. Data connections will be established on demand. Each AAPN edge node behaves as an IP/MPLS router and the core is visible from outside as an IP/MPLS router.

![Diagram of star topology](image)

Figure 3.3: Exported Topologies of Agile All-Photonic Network

3) Edge-Star (Fig. 3.3c)

As an alternate to the core-star topology, AAPN can also be exported as a star topology where one edge node is surrounded by the other $N-1$ edge nodes. The major differences with the core-star topology are the following: (a) each edge node maintains a two-way permanent connection only with one particular edge node (not the core) for routing information exchange, and (b) each edge node behaves as an MPLS-capable IP router but the core node is invisible from outside.
### Table 3.1: Complexity Analysis of Mesh and Star Topologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full-mesh</th>
<th>Core-Star</th>
<th>Edge-Star</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of 1-way connections to be maintained</td>
<td>$N \times (N-1)$</td>
<td>$2N$</td>
<td>$2(N-1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of router-lsas flooded within aapn after a single connection failure</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of router-lsas flooded within aapn after a single link/edge node failure</td>
<td>$O(N^3)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 compares the above three exported topologies. Full-Mesh has a severe scalability problem when $N$ is large: there are too many connections to set-up and maintain and hence there is a heavy load of control traffic although it is shared among all the edge nodes. The star topologies are much simpler. However, the load at the center of the star (the core or the central edge node) would become much heavier than at the other edge nodes when $N$ is big.

4) Virtual Router Organization (Fig. 3.3d)

To find a balance between the simplicity of the exported topology and the load-sharing of control traffic, we propose the concept of a virtual router (VR) to organize the routing information exchange in the AAPN in a hierarchical manner. A VR represents a collection of co-located (or near-located) edge nodes and part of the core node switching capability (see dotted line in Fig. 3.3d). A VR is viewed as one IP/MPLS router, and these VRs, together with the core node, can form a virtual star architecture, thus reducing the number of paths among these "routers" and simplifying exported network topology, as compared with the Core-Star topology.

In an extreme case, a single VR may include all the edge nodes (there is no need for a core node any more), and the whole AAPN can be seen as one big router. In another extreme, a VR may just contain a single edge node. Generally speaking, to reduce the routing protocol traffic, the size of the VR should be big. But the TE requirements may push for smaller VR sizes (fine granularity). Hence the VR size is normally a balance between the above two extreme cases. Meanwhile, the VR-based topology is scalable since adding an edge node in a VR will not affect the whole exported topology.

The VR Organization implies a two-layer organization of the routing information exchange: (1) within each VR domain, and (2) between the VRs (still within the AAPN).
The communication between the VRs can adopt the architecture of Full-Mesh, Core-Star or Edge-Star. Among these possibilities, we recommend Edge-Star or Core-Star because it achieves the balance of simple exported topology and load-sharing, and has the smallest number of permanent connections to be set up.

Each VR has a head (a designated edge node, possibly with a designated backup node). When an edge node finds a routing update from its neighbor router(s), it reports the update to its head node. The head checks the update, aggregates it, if possible, and forwards it to the heads of other virtual routers. Those heads then distribute the update to the edge nodes that are member of their respective VR domain. A simple internal routing cooperation protocol, like the one in [Chou2002], can be used for this purpose within each VR domain. Note that the forwarding table of each edge node includes both the forwarding information per local external (non AAPN) output port and information for forwarding through the AAPN network.

3.1.3. Short Summary

Based on all the above analysis, we have the following conclusions when OSPF with a single area (or any other non-hierarchical routing protocol) is to be deployed over a network including an AAPN:

- A very small AAPN can be viewed as single big IP router with MPLS capability.
- A small or medium-sized AAPN (with a few tens of edge nodes) can be viewed as a full-mesh or a star topology where each edge node is viewed as an IP router with MPLS capability.
- A large AAPN should use hierarchical information exchange using the concept of virtual routers (VR) interconnected in a VR-star topology, as explained above.
3.2. An Inter-Area Optimal Routing Framework by Deploying Several OSPF Areas over an AAPN

3.2.1. The Problem

An inter-area connection normally starts in a non-backbone area, traverses the backbone area, and terminates in another non-backbone area. MPLS TE mechanisms that have been deployed today by many carriers are limited to a single IGP area and cannot be expanded to multi-areas directly. The limitation comes more from the routing and path computation components than from the signaling component. This is so because the OSPF/OSPF-TE hierarchy limits topology visibility of head-end LSRs (Label Switch Routers) to their area, and consequently head-end LSRs cannot run a CSPF algorithm to compute the shortest constrained path to the tail-end, as CSPF requires the whole topology information in order to compute an end-to-end shortest constrained path.

For an example, Fig. 3.4 shows a common multi-area network and we suppose $r_l$ in Area $x$ is the source node while $r_6$ in Area $y$ is the destination. Generally speaking, a non-backbone area (e.g., Area $x$ in Fig. 3.4) often has multiple ABRs (existing points). One ABR might be much closer to the destination of a requested MPLS connection than another. Because the head-end node does not have the entire topology, it does not know which ABR is the best choice. In Fig. 3.4, how could $r_l$ choose an optimum ABR in Area $x$ to the destination $r_6$? Through local optimization, $r_l$ may select ABR2 to be on the path, but how does ABR2 know what the best path is to go to $r_6$? Although local optimization can be done in each of the respective areas along the inter-area path ($r_l$ to $r_6$), the simple summation of the three local optimizations does not necessarily lead to a global optimization. What many carriers want is to optimize their resources as a whole. Therefore,
the question of how to implement inter-area routing with global optimization guarantee is a key issue in inter-area traffic engineering.

Figure 3.4: A common inter-area network \((x \neq y, xy \neq 0)\)

3.2.2. A Novel Inter-area Optimal Routing Framework

The direct and natural way to deploy an AAPN in a multi-area network is shown in Fig. 3.5, where the core nodes are located in the middle of Area 0 and the edge nodes act as ABRs at the border between Area 0 and non-backbone areas. However, in this scheme, inter-area routing with global optimization still can not be guaranteed. Therefore, we propose a novel approach/framework, shown in Fig. 3.6, which can provide such guarantee. Our proposed framework consists of three main components, namely the routing-information, path computation and signaling components:

Figure 3.5: Directly deploying an AAPN as the backbone area
3.2.2.1. The Routing-Information Component

This component is responsible for the discovery and export of the TE topology of the AAPN. As seen in Fig. 3.6, we expand the OSPF non-backbone areas a little so that there is an overlap between Area 0 and each expanded non-backbone area. Then the AAPN edge nodes located in the overlap, together with their direct TE links to the core and the associated part of the core, belong to both the Area 0 and a non-backbone area. In such a scenario, legacy routers in a non-backbone area see related AAPN edge nodes as normal internal IP/MPLS routers, see the AAPN TE links as normal internal links and see the associated part of the core as the (only) ABR of its non-backbone area. In other words, a legacy router sees what it can see in its area about the core as an ABR, which we call a virtual-ABR (v-ABR). For each legacy router in an expanded non-backbone area, the
exchange and distribution of routing/TE information is just like in any other standard OSPF/OSPF-TE area with TE capability.

3.2.2.2. The Path Computation Component

In our framework, an inter-domain LSP can be considered consisting of two segments (instead of three, shown in Fig. 3.5) as shown at the top Fig. 3.6: one in the head-end (expanded) area and one in the tail-end (expanded) area. The core connects these two segments to form a complete inter-domain LSP.

The most interesting thing is that local routing optimization (through CSPF) by each of these two segments can lead naturally to a globally-optimized inter-area LSP. As seen in Fig. 3.6, this is due to the particular star topology of the AAPN architecture and the load-sharing core nodes that can be viewed as one single virtual router (v-ABR) from the outside. In other words, our proposed architecture presents the advantage that optimal end-to-end routes can be easily established by simply concatenating optimal routes to/from the core, which can be determined by the source and destination sub-areas independently of one another. The problem of finding optimal end-to-end routes can in general only be solved by considering global knowledge; in our architecture with a virtual router, no global knowledge is required, only the local routing information within each area. In addition, dynamic inter-area routing is implemented also.

It is worth noting that we use a TE abstraction technique (i.e., all the links from a given edge node to all the core nodes are assumed to be load-balanced and are abstracted as a single TE link). However, this link-load-balance assumption is hard to strictly enforce in practice. Therefore, our theoretical inter-area global optimality, strictly speaking, will become "near-optimal" in most practical cases.

3.2.2.3. The Signaling Component

This component is responsible for the establishment of the LSP along the computed path. In Fig. 3.6, consider the case that a source LSR (e.g., r1) wants to set up a LSP to a destination LSR (e.g., r8). r1 must first compute an optimized path to the v-ABR of Area x through CSPF, and then signal this establishment request to the network.
Shown in Fig. 3.7, \( r1 \) starts the signaling process by creating a RSVP Path message including an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object (ERO) [RFC 3209] to indicate the computed explicit path (with one sub-object per hop). However, \( r1 \) has to use the loose ERO sub-objects for the hops outside Area \( x \). In Fig. 3.7, the ERO specifies the explicit path as \( r1->r3->e2->v-\text{ABR} \ x->r8 \), where \( r8 \) is a loose ERO sub-object. Then, \( r1 \) sends the Path message to the next hop defined in the ERO, which is \( r3 \). \( r3 \) receives the Path message and processes it as follows:

- checks the message format to make sure everything is OK,
- performs admission control to check the required bandwidth,
- stores the “path state” from the Path message in its local Path State Block (PSB) [RFC 2205] to be used by the reverse-routing function, and
- if successful, deletes the 1st sub-object (itself) in the ERO and forwards the Path message according to the new 1st sub-object (next hop) in the ERO, in our case, \( e2 \).

\( e2 \), an AAPN edge node, receives the Path message from \( r3 \) and checks the contained ERO. If \( e2 \) finds that the IP address of the 2nd sub-object in the ERO is \( v-\text{ABR} \ x \) and the 3rd sub-object (with the loose attribute) is beyond Area \( x \), then \( e2 \) has the task of resolving the loose sub-object into strict ones. In our case, there is one loose sub-object, \( r8 \), which represents the destination of the requested LSP. Although \( e2 \) can not find a strict path from \( v-\text{ABR} \ x \) to \( r8 \) by itself, it knows who can. First, by checking the inter-area reachability
information and internal parameters, $e_2$ finds out which group of edge nodes (also which associated v-ABR) are located in the same area as $r_8$. In Fig. 3.7, these are $e_3$, $e_4$ and $e_5$ (v-ABR $y$). Second, it selects an edge node among them randomly, e.g., $e_3$. In the third step, $e_2$ removes the first two sub-objects (itself and v-ABR $x$) from the ERO of the original received Path message, and inserts v-ABR $y$ at the top, then forwards the modified Path message to $e_3$.

When $e_3$ receives the Path message and finds the 1st sub-object in the received ERO is v-ABR $y$, together with a loose second sub-object, $r_8$, it knows that it should find an explicit path between these two sub-objects. As shown in Fig. 3.7, $e_3$ is capable to do the resolving work because $e_3$ and $r_8$ reside in the same expanded area, Area $y$. $e_3$ finds the optimized explicit path as: v-ABR $y$-$e_4$-$r_8$. $e_3$ then replaces the ERO object in the received Path message with a new ERO object that stores the resolved explicit route ($e_4$-$r_8$). Finally, $e_3$ forwards the new modified Path message to $e_4$ as if it were forwarded from $e_2$ by using $e_2$'s data (IP address, etc.). We call this process a Path message handoff.

At the same time, $e_3$ also sends an acknowledge message (containing the resolved path) to $e_2$ (Fig. 3.7). From the above handoff process, we can see that only the area-specific reachability (not TE) information needs to be exchanged among different areas. In our inter-area optimal routing framework, TE information is organized within each area independently. Edge node $e_4$ receives the Path message and believes it is from $e_2$. Since all the sub-objects in the received ERO are strict, $e_4$ processes this Path message in a standard way, just as $r_3$ did in Area $x$, and then forwards the processed Path message to $r_8$.

When the destination, $r_8$, gets the Path message, it responds to this establishment request by sending a RSVP Resv message. The purpose of this response is to have all routers along the path perform the Call Admission Control (CAC), make the necessary bandwidth reservations and distribute the label binding to the upstream router. The Resv message makes its way upstream (Fig. 3.7), hop by hop, and when it reaches the source LSR, $r_I$, the inter-ISP path is setup: $r_I$-$r_3$-$e_2$-v-ABR $x$-v-ABR $y$-$e_4$-$r_8$. Thus, a globally-optimized inter-domain TE LSP is set-up. It can be maintained or torn-down just as any normal LSP.
bandwidth sharing in each segment is increased. By security, we mean that in IASSP-PM each normal node has no information about nodes outside its own area and each AAPN edge node has no information about any normal node outside its area. These two features make IASSP-PM very attractive for inter-AS protection.

4.4.2. Protection Bandwidth Cost Ratio

We define the protection bandwidth cost ratio as the percentage of the average overall backup bandwidth to the average overall working bandwidth at a fixed network blocking probability. On the basis of the results in Table I, we notice that the schemes we proposed have lower cost ratios (e.g., better backup bandwidth sharing efficiency) than the ISDR scheme. In addition, the ratios of IASSP-PS and IASSP-PM are considerably similar to that of IASSP-CS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blocking Prob.</th>
<th>IASSP-CS</th>
<th>IASSP-PS</th>
<th>IASSP-PM</th>
<th>ISDR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% –&gt;</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% –&gt;</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>105%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.3. Backup Bandwidth Sharing within AAPN

To study the maximal efficiency of backup cross-connections sharing in AAPN (see Fig. 4.2), we remove all the normal nodes in the topology of Fig. 4.5 except $r1$ in Area 1 and $r2$ in Area 2. IASSP-CS is chosen for the evaluation. As seen in Table II, the protection cost ratio decreases (e.g., sharing efficiency increases) as the number of edge/core nodes increases. But the speed of the decreasing becomes slow when the number of edge and core node both reach 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of edge nodes per area</th>
<th># of core nodes</th>
<th>Protection Bandwidth Cost Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5. Summary

We studied the resilience issue of MPLS flows over an agile all-photonic star WDM network (AAPN) in this chapter. Based on our previous inter-area optimal routing architecture, we presented a dynamic inter-area MPLS shared segment protection framework consisting of:

1. The IASSP schemes consider both single-failure and multi-failure (weakened single-failure) scenarios;
2. Distributed management of partial routing information greatly reduces the scalability issue in multi-area networks with link and key node protection;
3. A related signaling process consistent with RSVP-TE.

Meanwhile, our framework requires little change on existing traditional IP/MPLS routers to implement it. The simulation results show that our protection schemes have a performance similar to the case with complete routing information and outperform greatly the inter-area protection scheme described in [Miyamura2004a]. Indeed, together with our previous inter-area optimal routing architecture (Section 3.2), we can now provide an attractive MPLS inter-area traffic engineering solution that satisfies the requirements defined in RFC 4105. The details will be discussed in the next chapter.

Furthermore, IASSP-PM, our protection scheme under the weakened single-failure assumption, shows great potential to be a solution for inter-AS protection as discussed in Section 4.4.1. Hence we re-name IASSP-PM as IA-SSP (Inter-AS Shared Segment Protection) and choose it as the protection scheme for our AIX (AAPN-based Internet Exchange) architecture. Now we have an inter-AS traffic engineering solution for Internet Exchanges that satisfies the requirements defined in RFC 4216. The details will be discussed in the next chapter.
5. Generalization, Extension and Applications

In this chapter, we consider Overlaid-Star Networks (OSN), a generalization of AAPN, and extend our AAPN-based inter-domain traffic engineering architecture to OSN-based architectures. We show that our OSN-based traffic engineering architecture has several important applications in addition to acting as backbone in multi-area networks and as Internet exchange in multi-AS networks. It has the potential to play a key role in inter-provider, inter-customer, inter-technology, inter-domain and multi-layer traffic engineering. This is mainly due to the fact that our OSN-based architecture does not suffer from the two fundamental issues in inter-domain traffic engineering, namely information scalability and confidentiality, which have not been solved by the other existing approaches.

5.1. Overlaid-Star Networks (OSN)

5.1.1. Definition of Overlaid-Star Networks

We now define an overlaid-star network (OSN) as a network that comprises edge nodes interconnected by core nodes that function independently from each other to form an overlaid-star (also called composite-star) topology. Generally speaking, an OSN can be viewed as a distributed switch with potentially large geographical coverage. It contains three key ingredients:

- Rapidly reconfigurable switching at the core,
- Intelligent edge: control and routing functionality concentrated at the edge nodes that surround the switching core,
- Overlaid star topology for reliability and increased bandwidth.
Obviously, the AAPN is an OSN-type network. Besides, two other representative examples of overlaid-star networks are: Ethernet Star Networks with TE Capability, and PetaWeb [Vickers2000].

5.1.2. Ethernet Overlaid-Star Networks with TE Capability

It is possible to implement the overlaid-star network by Ethernet switches with TE capability. Here we define a TE capable Ethernet switch to include the following aspects:

- PBB-TE (Provider Backbone Bridging – Traffic Engineering) technology enabled, and
- Routing protocol (e.g., OSPF-TE) and signaling protocol (e.g., RSVP-TE) support.

PBB-TE or what was formerly known as Provider Backbone Transport (PBT) [Nortel2007] is a new technology concept that enables "connection-oriented" end-to-end Ethernet tunnels to be created in order to make the Ethernet an ISP class transport network. Technically, PBB-TE uses the existing Ethernet technologies of VLAN tagging (IEEE 802.1Q), Q-in-Q (IEEE 802.1ad) and MAC-in-MAC (IEEE 802.1ah), but disables flooding/broadcasting (MAC learning) and the spanning tree protocol (STP). The packets are forwarded based on VLAN ID (VID) and destination MAC address. The PBB-TE tunnels are set up either manually by a management plane or dynamically through a full or partial implementation of the GMPLS control plane [Fedyk2007]. PBB-TE is thus intended to be used in connection-oriented network applications. PBB-TE is now undergoing ratification in the standards bodies.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, several TE capable Ethernet switches are organized into an overlaid star topology: core Ethernet switches surrounded by edge Ethernet switches with 10Gbit/s Ethernet over optical fibers. There is E-O-E conversion at the core switches, in opposition to the AAPN. Core and edge Ethernet switches use RSVP-TE to set up on-demand PBB-TE tunnels (edge-core-edge).
It is important to compare the Ethernet overlaid-star network with an important Ethernet switch cluster architecture, called SMLT (Split Multi-Link Trunk) [Nortel2001a] (illustrated in Fig. 5.2). SMLT is a method that allows two aggregation (core) switches to appear logically as a single device to edge switches that are dual homed to the aggregation switches (Fig. 5.2). The aggregation switches are interconnected through an IST (Inter Switch Trunk) on which they exchange link state and addressing information. IST is used only on two aggregation switches. The edge switches require no knowledge of whether they are connected to a single switch or to two switches. Hence in SMLT the intelligence is concentrated only on the aggregation switches.

The Ethernet overlaid-star network is more scalable than the SMLT architecture. When the number of aggregation switches exceeds two in the SMLT architecture, people have to build complex switch clusters at the core. This would lead to both severe scalability issues and complex internal routing among the switches in the cluster. But this will not happen in the Ethernet overlaid-star network, where the core switches are fully independent (no IST) and all the intelligence is distributed among the edge nodes.
5.1.3. PetaWeb

The PetaWeb architecture, proposed by Nortel Networks [Vickers2000], is another example of overlaid-star networks. PetaWeb is designed to scale to a capacity of several Petabits per second, as well as to thousands of edge nodes with a global geographic coverage so as to be a candidate for the future Internet infrastructure. It is based on the use of a variety of adaptive switching cores and universal edge switches. The PetaWeb has core nodes that may operate in channel (wavelength) switching mode or burst switching mode. The edge nodes must be adapted to interact with various core nodes to support both the connectionless and connection-oriented services.

5.2. Star-TE: An Inter-domain Traffic Engineering Architecture

We extend our work on inter-domain traffic engineering (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) from AAPN to OSN and name this OSN-based inter-domain traffic engineering architecture as **Star-TE**.

Star-TE is a novel inter-domain MPLS traffic engineering architecture on the basis of (1) deploying an OSN as the physical inter-connecting facility and (2) applying the OSN with the traffic engineering framework which we initially designed for inter-area traffic engineering (Chapter 3 and 4).

The traffic engineering framework is the main part of Star-TE, which, in general, comprises three main components, namely the routing-information, path computation and signaling components. As we described in Section 3.2.2, the basic idea of this TE framework is to configure the OSN (e.g., AAPN in Section 3.2.2) in such a way that it is seen by connected local networks (domains) to be a star with a (virtual) node (e.g., ABR or ASBR) at the place of the core. Such a virtual node does not exist at the OSN core node, but the edge nodes may project such a vision to the other nodes in the connected local networks. Each connected local network can extend its TE visibility up to the virtual core node with almost no impact on its TE information scalability. This configuration presents
the advantage that optimal end-to-end routes can be easily established by simply concatenating optimal routes to/from the core, which can be determined by the source and destination connected local networks independently of one another. This problem of finding optimal end-to-end routes can in general only be solved by considering global knowledge; in our architecture with a virtual core node, no global knowledge is required, only the local routing information within each connected local network.

To establish protection paths for data flows that require high reliability, instead of using link or path protection, Star-TE adopts the protection approach (in Chapter 4) using shared segment protection to take advantage of its multi-domain routing framework with the virtual core node.

Star-TE is a general inter-domain traffic engineering architecture, which imposes no constraints on the mechanism of organizing/maintaining the TE information in each domain (e.g., either in a centralized fashion or in a distributed fashion), no constraints on the techniques for computing paths in each domain (PCE based or any others), and no constraints on the mechanism of setting-up the inter-domain path (e.g., automatically by signaling protocol, RSVP-TE, LDP-TE, or by the management plane). It is worthy mentioning that Star-TE can be directly deployed in GMPLS networks. This is because GMPLS [RFC 3945] is based on TE extensions to MPLS (e.g., OSPF-TE/IS-IS-TE, RSVP-TE/LDP-TE, LMP). GMPLS separates the control and data planes, but this has no impact on deploying the Star-TE in GMPLS-enabled networks.

We now discuss the global optimality vs. per-domain criteria. In the case of inter-area TE, the same optimization TE criteria is usually adopted for all the OSPF areas (e.g., based on the number of path hops, bandwidth consumption, etc.) [Vasseur2007b]. In contrast, in the case of Inter-AS TE, there might be scenarios in which different ASes chose different criteria to determine/define their own TE optimality. In such a situation, in order to have a meaningful path computation, it may be necessary to perform criterion normalization (or equivalence-mapping) between the ASes. For instance, as indicated in [Vasseur2007b], the Service Providers need to agree on a common normalized TE optimization criterion and use this criterion for “global” optimal path computation. Note that Star-TE is suitable to any of the above cases. This is due to the fact that in Star-TE optimal end-to-end routes can be easily established by simply concatenating optimal routes to/from the core, which can be determined by the source and destination areas/ASes independently of one another. Hence
the optimization criterion, e.g., the "cost" (in normalized cost unit), could be calculated differently within source and destination areas/ASes.

5.3. Applications of Star-TE

5.3.1. MPLS Inter-Area Traffic Engineering

RFC 4105 defines the requirements for Inter-Area MPLS Traffic Engineering. In Table 5.1, we check if Star-TE satisfies RFC 4105 when deployed in a multi-area network scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements in RFC 4105</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Area MPLS TE Operations and Interoperability (interoperate seamlessly with current intra-area MPLS TE mechanisms).</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Area TE-LSP Signaling: The solution MUST allow for the signaling of inter-area TE LSPs, using RSVP-TE.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Optimality</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Area MPLS-TE Routing: avoiding avoid any dynamic-TE-topology-related information from leaking across areas, even in a summarized form.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Area MPLS-TE Path Computation: the solution should support more than one path computation method; it should allow the operator to select by configuration, and on a per-LSP basis, the desired option.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support inter-area (signaling)crankback routing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support of Diversely-Routed Inter-Area TE LSPs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra/Inter-Area Path Selection Policy: the solution should allow IGP area crossing to be enabled/disabled, on a per-LSP basis, for TE LSPs whose head-end and tail-end reside in the same IGP area.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the above Table 5.1, we conclude that Star-TE satisfies RFC 4105 when deployed in a multi-area network scenario.

5.3.2. Internet Exchange: MPLS Inter-AS Traffic Engineering

RFC 4216 defines the requirements for Inter-AS MPLS Traffic Engineering. In Table 5.2, we check if Star-TE satisfies RFC 4216 when deployed in a multi-AS network scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements in RFC 4216</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The proposed solution SHOULD allow the provisioning of a TE LSP at the Head/Tail-end with end-to-end Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) signaling (eventually with loose paths) traversing across the interconnected ASBRs, without further provisioning required</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The solution SHOULD allow the set-up of an inter-AS TE LSP that complies with a set of TE constraints and follows an optimal path.

Support of Diversely Routed Inter-AS TE LSP

Support of Re-Optimization

Fast Recovery Support Using MPLS TE Fast Reroute

Scalability and Hierarchical LSP Support

Complexity and Risks: The proposed solution(s) SHOULD NOT introduce unnecessary complexity to the current operating network to such a degree that it would affect the stability and diminish the benefits of deploying such a solution over service provider networks.

Backward Compatibility

From the above Table 5.2, we conclude that Star-TE satisfies RFC 4216 when deployed in a multi-AS network scenario.

5.3.3. Segmented PCE Architecture

The PCE architecture has been proposed by IETF [RFC 4655] to compute MPLS/GMPLS inter-domain (area or AS) paths. Recently, IETF suggested two inter-domain path computation techniques for PCE: the per-domain method [Vasseur2007a] and the Backward Recursive Path Computation (BRPC) method [Vasseur2007b]. As discussed previously and proved by simulation in Section 3.4, the per-domain path computation technique is suboptimal. In addition, it is quite challenging to compute a set of diverse inter-domain paths by the per-domain technique. The BRPC path computation technique can compute optimal inter-domain TE LSP if the domain sequence that the path will traverse is given. Hence in the rest of this section, we focus on the PCE Architecture with the BPRC technique.
BPRC relies on the collaboration between PCEs through the PCEP protocol [Vasseur2007c]. As illustrated in Fig. 5.3, the path computation is performed by each PCE (along the domain sequence) computing a Virtual Shortest Path Tree (VSPT) and passing the computed VSPT in a backward recursive fashion from the destination to the source domain. The root of each VSPT is always the destination while the link in each VSPT representing the shortest path between the border nodes of a domain and the destination LSR. The VSPT is re-computed when another domain is passed on the basis of 1) the optimal paths from each entry point of the domain to each exit point and 2) the VSPT of the downstream domain [Vasseur2007b]. After a round trip (Query->Respond) path computation process, shown in Fig. 5.3, the computed TE LSP is signaled using the standard REVP-TE protocol, which is another round-trip (Path->Resv) signaling process.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5.3: BRPC inter-domain path computation technique proposed by IETF

5.3.3.1. Potential Drawbacks of the PCE Architecture with BRPC Technique

When the number of domains in the given domain sequence and/or the number of border nodes in each domain become large, the PCE architecture with BRPC technique has the following inherent drawbacks:

1) **High load and complexity of path computation.** A long domain sequence will involve many PCEs in the path computation processes. Many border nodes will cause the exchange of a large amount of information between PCEs. For instance, suppose each domain in Fig. 5.3 has \( E \) border nodes on each side, then the information exchanged
between PCEs has the size of $O(E)$ for single path routing; and in size of $O\left(\frac{E!}{m!(E-m)!}\right)$ for $m$ end-to-end diverse paths routing.

2) Long path set-up delay. We define the path set-up delay as the duration starting from a call request arriving at a source LSR and ending when this LSR begins to send data. Suppose the number of domains that a path has to traverse is $N$ (including the source and destination domains). As shown in Fig. 5.3, the path set-up delay, $T_{\text{set-up}}^{\text{BRPC}}$, of the BRPC technique can be computed as follows:

$$T_{\text{set-up}}^{\text{BRPC}} = T_{\text{PCE}} + T_{\text{SIG}} = N \times t_{\text{PCE}} + N \times t_{\text{SIG}}$$

where $T_{\text{PCE}}$ is the round-trip PCE path computation delay defined as the duration starting when the source node of the call sends a Query message to a PCE until the source node receives the Respond message from the PCE. $T_{\text{SIG}}$ is the round-trip RSVP-TE signaling delay defined as the duration starting when the source node of the call sends a Path message until the source node receives a Resv message. $t_{\text{PCE}}$ and $t_{\text{SIG}}$ are round-trip PCE path computation delay and round-trip RSVP-TE signaling delay within a given domain, respectively. We assume that the PCE path computation delay is the same in all domains, same assumption to the RSVP-TE signaling delay.

As shown in [6], if the path set-up delay is comparable with (or greater than) the average network-wide call inter-arrival time, $T_{\text{inter-arrival}}$, the call blocking probability will dramatically increase. But usually $T_{\text{set-up}} < T_{\text{inter-arrival}}$. However, note that $T_{\text{inter-arrival}} \propto \frac{1}{N}$ and $T_{\text{set-up}} \propto N$. As $N$ increases, sooner or later, it will reach a value, at which $T_{\text{set-up}} \geq T_{\text{inter-arrival}}$. This value of $N$, denoted as $N_{\text{final}}$, should be considered as the maximal number of domains (in a linear direction) that the PCE architecture with BPRC technique can support, which is an important parameter for provisioning PCE in practice.

3) Robustness and flexibility issue. BRPC path computing technique requires that PCE is implemented in each domain along the inter-domain path. If one PCE fails during the path computation processes, all the ongoing computation processes in this PCE will have to be repeated from the beginning. Meanwhile, in practice, some operators may choose not to implement PCEs within their network that have to cooperate with other PCEs outside their network.
All the above drawbacks show that the PCE architecture with BPRC technique suffers from scalability and robustness issues when deployed in large networks. As far as we know, no solution to this problem has been found. To solve this problem, we propose a segmented PCE architecture.

5.3.3.2. Segmented PCE Architecture for Large-scale Networks

We call a PCE architecture that deploys one or several Star-TE (e.g., as backbone area or Internet Exchange) a Segmented PCE architecture. As shown in Fig. 5.4, a long domain sequence is divided into two segments by putting a Star-TE in the middle. We propose two options for path computation and signaling in the segmented PCE architecture. **Option one** is to reduce the round-trip PCE computation delay. Shown in Fig. 5.4, the optimal paths in Segment 1 and Segment 2 can be computed nearly “in parallel” without impact on the global optimality. The BRPC path computation technique can be applied to the two segments independently. Now consider a general case of a sequence of \( N \) domains which is divided into \( M+1 \) equal segments by \( M \) Star-TE. We have:

\[
T_{\text{set-up}}^{\text{Method One}} = T_{\text{PCE}}^{\text{Method One}} + T_{\text{Signaling}} = \frac{N}{M} \times t_{\text{PCE}} + N \times t_{\text{Signaling}}
\] (5.2)

**Option two** is to further reduce the round-trip signaling delay. When the PATH message arrives at an edge node of the OSN, the edge node will return a RESV message to the source node (as shown in Fig. 5.4). When the source node receive this RESV message it knows that first segment has been setup. After waiting some additional time \( \Delta t \) (\( \Delta t \) could be zero), the source node will start to send data. The purpose of \( \Delta t \) is to make sure that the 2nd segment is ready when the data arrives at the edge node. Still consider the general case, the overall path set-up delay of Option Two is

\[
T_{\text{set-up}}^{\text{Method Two}} = T_{\text{PCE}}^{\text{Method Two}} + T_{\text{Signaling}} = \frac{N}{M+1} \times (t_{\text{PCE}} + t_{\text{Signaling}}) + \Delta t = \frac{t_{\text{BRPC}}^{\text{set-up}}}{M+1} + \Delta t
\] (5.3)

As \( M \) increases, \( T_{\text{set-up}}^{\text{Method Two}} \) decreases, hence the call blocking due to long set-up delays can be reduced. Please note that the value of \( \Delta t \) is actually determined by the maximal size of the segments involved; it also must take into account the speed of the
signaling through the different segments which may depend on the load of the networks. Hence it should be very careful to select the value of \( \Delta t \).

Table 3 summarizes the properties of the original and segmented PCE architectures concerning the inter-domain path set-up delay and the diverse path computation. It shows the advantages of deploying the Star-TE within the original PCE architecture. As mentioned in Section 5.3.3.1, the inter-domain path set-up delay of the original PCE architecture is the sum of two round-trip delays, namely the PCE path computation delay and the RSVP signaling delay. Our segmented PCE architecture with Option One reduces the path computation delay to \( \frac{1}{M+1} \) of the original value (Equ. 5.2). In addition, Option Two further reduces the RSVP signaling delay into \( \frac{1}{M+1} \) of the original value plus \( \Delta t \) (Equ. 5.3). Hence for a multiple Star-TE case, the more Star-TEs are included in the path, the more the delay is reduced.

Figure 5.4: Segmented PCE-based architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Several PCE Architectures</th>
<th>Inter-Domain Path Set-up Delay</th>
<th>Guarantee of finding out ( m ) end-to-end divers paths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal IETF PCE</td>
<td>( N \times t_{PCE} + N \times t_{DSG} )</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture: Per-Domain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal IETF PCE</td>
<td>( N \times t_{PCE} + N \times t_{DSG} )</td>
<td>Yes with ( O\left(\frac{E!}{m!(E-m)!}\right) ) information exchanged between domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture: BRPC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segmented PCE Architecture: per-segment with Option One</th>
<th>$N \frac{1}{M+1} \times I_{PCE} + N \times I_{SGU}$</th>
<th>Yes with $O(1)$ information exchanged between segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segmented PCE Architecture: per-segment with Option Two</td>
<td>$N \frac{1}{M+1} \times (I_{PCE} + I_{SGU}) + \Delta t$</td>
<td>Yes with $O(1)$ information exchanged between segments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note that the advantages of segmented PCE architecture are not limited to a linear topology. Actually, in any general network topology, a source-to-destination path, at the domain level will always be a linear domain sequence, to which our approach can be applied. Also note that due to the star topology, a Star-TE can actually segment any domain sequences passing through the OSN. However, it is not clear how to choose one or a few "strategic" locations in a large-scale meshed multi-domain network to deploy Star-TE, as shown in Fig. 5.4 for an example. This problem can be solved offline and is one of our future work.

![Figure 5.5: An example of deploying two Star-TE in a meshed multi-domain networks.](image)

### 5.3.4. Global Concurrent Optimization (GCO)

Global Concurrent Optimization (GCO), defined by IETF [Lee2007], is one of the key applications of inter-domain traffic engineering, which computes a set of TE paths concurrently. A GCO path computation should simultaneously consider the entire topology of the network and the complete set of existing LSPs so as to optimize or re-
optimize the resource utilization on the basis of the whole network [Lee2007]. The need for a global concurrent path computation usually arises in the following situations: (1) re-optimize the existing networks; this is when the global network resources become fragmented after LSPs joining in and leaving over time, and the network might no longer provide the optimal use of the available capacity. (2) Re-route a set of TE LSPs in the event of catastrophic network failures.

The nature of GCO needs online processing. However, online global concurrent optimization within the current approaches, e.g., PCE architecture with BPRC, does not scale well and the major bottleneck is not just the path computation itself but the bulk of data exchanged, synchronization issues, failures during re-optimization, and so on. In a large-scale network, GCO would likely affect the network stability and significantly diminish the benefits of deploying PCEs.

The Star-TE or segmented PCE architecture can solve this problem. It avoids the exchange and synchronization of a substantially large amount of data by dividing a global concurrent optimization problem into several relatively small and independent sub-GCO problems, one per segment with just limited cooperation and interactions among these sub-processes.

5.3.5. CE-PE Connecting Facility

Today, customers expect triple play services through BGP/MPLS IP-VPNs (Virtual Private Network) [RFC 4364]. And their requirements for end-to-end QoS and session management of applications are increasing. As illustrated in Fig. 5.6, customers want the service provider to provide a service that guarantees a bandwidth from a local CE (Customer Edge Equipment) to a remote CE through the network (C-TE LSP, see Fig. 5.6). Furthermore, they also want an end-to-end host-to-host service with bandwidth guaranteed (see for example Fig. 5.6, from a host $H1$ in a local customer site to another host $H2$ in remote customer site but within the same VPN).

A recently published Internet draft [Kunaki2007] lists the detailed requirements from the viewpoint of customers. The main items are the end-to-end resource optimization and the scalability considerations, that is, the end-to-end (host-to-host) optimal routing while
keeping the information scalability and confidentiality (e.g., customer networks should not share internal information with the service provider).

A PCE based approach to the above problem has been proposed [Vasseur2007d]. The basic idea is to extend the MP-BGP [RFC 2858] protocol so as to convey TE characteristics of the PE-CE links in order to extend the visibility of the Traffic Engineering Database to those links. Using the BPRC technique [Vasseur2007b], the PCEs located in service provider network can then compute optimal C-TE LSPs (see Fig 5.6) which may require specific services such as bandwidth guarantees and fast path protection in a MPLS VPN environment.

However, although the approach in [Vasseur2007d] can compute optimal C-TE LSPs through PCEs, it has two drawbacks: one is the potential scalability issue of the TE database when the service provider supports a large number of VPN customers. Another one is that this approach can not compute the customer-required host-to-(remote)host optimal path (end-to-end) since the service provider’s TE database can never include the internal TE information of customer networks.

Figure 5.6: CE-to-CE Reference Model [Kumaki2007]. There are two VPNs in the above reference model, Customer 1 VPN and Customer 2 VPN. For reliability reasons, each CE needs to connect at least two PEs. (PE: Provider Edge Equipment; C-TE LSP: Customer Traffic Engineering Label Switched Path. P-TE LSP: Provider Traffic Engineering Label Switched Path.)

If the service provider uses Star-TE as the inter-connecting facility between PEs and CEs, as shown in Fig. 5.7, then both the optimal customer-required host-to-(remote)host
paths and the optimal C-TE LSPs can be computed, just like the case of Star-TE in the multi-area or multi-AS scenario that is discussed in Chapter 3. Instead of v-ABR or v-ASBR, the core in the OSN is exported as a single virtual CE (v-CE) to each connected customer network and one virtual PE (v-PE) to the service provider network.

There will be no scalability issue in the above Star-TE based approach. As seen in Fig. 5.7, each customer network only needs to maintain the TE information from its own network up to the core of the connected OSN, so does the service provider network. Furthermore, the TE information database of the service provider network is almost independent to the number of connected customer networks. Only reachability information is exchanged between the customer and service provider networks. Hence the information confidentiality of the Star-TE approach is also good. Meanwhile, the reliability of Star-TE is guaranteed by its overlaid-star topology.

![Figure 5.7: Star-TE based CE-PE inter-connecting facility with TE capability.](image)

5.3.6. Universal and Optimal Network TE Inter-Connector

To build up a network, especially a large network, carriers usually use IP/MPLS technology; or furthermore, like a few operators in Japan, experienced with the GMPLS
technology to construct their networks. Nowadays, carriers have two extra technology choices beyond the MPLS/GMPLS: one is PBT (or called PBB-TE, IEEE 802.1Qay) standardized by IEEE. (see Section 5.1.2. or [Nortel2007]) Another one is T-MPLS (Transport MPLS) [TPACK2007] standardized by ITU-T. T-MPLS can be considered as a new formulation of MPLS, designed specifically for application in packet transport networks. It builds upon IP/MPLS technology and standards, but offers a simpler implementation, where features not relevant to connection-oriented applications are removed. In addition, in order to lower the carriers’ operational expenses, T-MPLS has the some enhancements to the original MPLS, e.g., engineered point-to-point bi-directional LSPs, end-to-end LSP protection together with advanced OAM support for optimal control of transport network resources. T-MPLS is formulated in conjunction with today's circuit-based transport networks (e.g., SONET/SDH), following the same architectural, management and operational models. It is thus intended to provide an optimum evolution path for many carriers to a packet-based future [TPACK2007].

When any new technology emerges, it is impossible to eliminate the “old” technologies over night, especially if the “old” technologies are still working well. Actually, the biggest value of PBT or T-MPLS is that they give carriers more choices. Before, carriers had almost only one choice, namely IP/MPLS. Both PBT and T-MPLS are under standardization now and they still have a long way to go to become as strong/mature as IP/MPLS. For instance, what about the control plane of PBT and T-MPLS to provide dynamic TE capability? Therefore, for a relative long time in the future, all these technologies, IP/MPLS, GMPLS, PBT, T-MPLS, will co-exist in networks. Different carriers may choose different technologies. But how to inter-connect the various-technologies-based networks “smoothly” and “intelligently” will be a problem that both the carriers and venders have to seriously deal with. By smoothly, we mean that a network based on one technology should not feel the difference when communicating with other networks that are implemented in different technologies. By intelligently, we mean that global optimal resource utilization can still be achieved among the various-technologies-based networks, that is, inter-technology traffic engineering.

Star-TE can be a candidate solution to the inter-technology traffic engineering. As shown in Fig. 5.8, we use an OSN to inter-connect four networks, which are implemented through various technologies. With Star-TE, the core in the OSN can be exported as a
virtual Ethernet switch to the PBT based network, as a virtual T-MPLS node to T-MPLS based network, as a virtual MPLS router to MPLS based network, and as a virtual GMPLS node to GMPLS based network. Thus the "smoothly" problem can be solved. Within each network, traffic engineering can be done up to the virtual switch/node/router. Then similar to the applications of Star-TE in inter-area or inter-AS traffic engineering, two local optimization (one in each local network) can be merged by the OSN into a global inter-network optimization. Hence the "intelligently" problem is also solved. The detailed and related protocol design, extension or "mapping" among various technologies is still for further study.

Figure 5.8: Adopting a Star-TE as a universal inter-connecting facility among networks with various technologies

5.4. Beyond OSN: Flat-Star Networks

It is also worthy mentioning that although the Star-TE was originally designed for the OSN architecture, it can also be applied over other architecture, e.g., a router-cluster in the core surrounded by edge routers (see Fig. 5.9). We call this kind of architectures Flat-Star Networks (FSN).

Star-TE can be applied to a FSN when the FSN is used to inter-connect domains (areas or ASes), e.g., multi-area or multi-AS (internet Exchange) scenarios. Contrary to the OSN case, the edge routers have no idea of the router-cluster, they just think that they are connected to a single router. When applying Star-TE, the edge router can adopt the
“bundle” concept to export all the links connected to/from the router-cluster as a single TE link. The router-cluster then acts as a single (virtual) ABR (Area Border Router) or a (virtual) ASBR (AS Border Router) to the edge routers and other the routers within each domain (area or AS). Here the “acting” means transferring and exchanging sufficient routing and signaling information with the domain-internal routers. Each virtual ABR or virtual ASBR could be implemented as an instance in the router-cluster. The inter-domain reachability information is exchanged among these instances within the router-cluster. Hence the control software in the router cluster might be complex.

Figure 5.9: Sample of Flat-Star Network (FSN) (Note that the shadow area is the router cluster as the core). Note that the IX (Internet Exchange) architectures of Fig. 3.8 – 3.9 are a special case of this architecture.

We compare the scenarios of applying Star-TE to OSN and FSN in Table 5.4. The biggest difference of the two cases is the location of intelligence, either distributed among the edge nodes (e.g., OSN) or concentrating at the core (e.g., FSN). Apparently from Table 5.4, we can see that OSN is better than FSN in aspects of scalability, reliability, and confidentiality. However, if the inter-domain traffic is not huge, Star-TE applied FSN is still attractive since it can use existing physical devices (router/switch clusters) and existing technologies (e.g., SMLT [Nortel2001a], RSMLT [Nortel2001b], VRRP [RFC 3768], etc.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.4: Comparison of Applying Star-TE to OSN and FSN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-domain optimal routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence (Routing and signaling, acting as ABR/ASBR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed among edge nodes and implemented by edge nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depend on the architecture of the core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
router cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Not so Good (due to complex internal routing within the cluster)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Depends on the cluster control software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5. Summary

5.5.1. What is a Good Inter-Domain Traffic Engineering Solution?

Based on RFC 4105 and RFC 4216, a “good” inter-domain traffic engineering solution can be summarized as follows:

- First, it should be an automatic process running in the control plane of the network (e.g., (G)MPLS, or some others), computing inter-domain paths in real-time, and dynamically adapting to changing traffic and link availability conditions.

- Second, it should be a network-wide distributed optimization process that is distributed over the network domains.

- Third, each domain should be responsible for optimizing its own routing, and only a limited cooperation between domains should be needed without disclosing the internal information of the involved domains.

However, till now, as we mentioned in Section 2.3.2.2, despite some initial theoretical trials [Winnick2002, Shrimali2007, Tomaszewski2007] and much practical work (the most promising one is the IETF’s PCE architecture [RFC 4655] but it requires a giving domain sequence first, and it has potential scalability problems), an effective, scalable and reliable distributed optimization that satisfies the above three criteria for inter-domain traffic engineering has yet not been found. It is still not clear to what extent the TE information should be exchanged and synchronized among cooperative domains for obtaining the
global optimality without breaking the *scalability* and *confidentiality* constraints [Tomaszewski2007]. In addition, the issue of long path set-up delay in large-scale networks has to be considered in inter-domain traffic engineering. As discussed in Section 5.3.3.1, path set-up delays may lead to high blocking probability if the delay is long enough.

5.5.2. Star-TE Could be a Good Inter-Domain Traffic Engineering Solution

We believe that Star-TE has the potential to be a *good* inter-domain traffic engineering solution basing on the following facts:

- With Star-TE, the inter-domain global optimization process is distributed over a set of collaborating network domains (physically inter-connected by the OSN/FSN of Star-TE). Each domain is responsible for optimizing routing in its own domain locally up to the virtual node in Star-TE. Hence the *scalability* of Star-TE is good.

- Only a limited cooperation (e.g., exchanging reachability information) among domains is needed. No confidential TE information will leak from one domain into the others. Hence the information *confidentiality* of Star-TE is good.

- Star-TE automatically merges the domain-wide local optimizations into a global optimization. Hence the inter-domain *optimality* is guaranteed by Star-TE.

- The local optimization process in each domain runs independently (to each other) and near-simultaneously. As the local optimization is inherently a part of the global optimization, there would be a possibility that the signaling process can start even before the whole inter-domain path computation process is finished. In other words, the signaling process can start “earlier”. Thus the whole path set-up delay (defined in Section 5.3.3.1) can be reduced. Note that only the Star-TE has this distinctive property. None of other existing inter-domain TE approaches has it.
• Star-TE is a very flexible inter-domain traffic engineering architecture. It has no limits on the local path computation mechanism (e.g., either PCE or non-PCE), routing information distribution and signaling processes (e.g., centralized or distributed, in control plane or in management plane) in each domain.

• Especially, as we discussed in Section 5.3.3.3, when combining Star-TE with the PCE architectures proposed by IETF, we obtained a segmented PCE architecture that can be a good TE solution for meshed large-scale multi-domain networks. The segmented PCE architecture does not have the scalability and robustness issues inherent in the original PCE architecture. In addition, Star-TE is only needed to be deployed in one or several "strategic" points (as shown in Fig. 5.5) of the networks.

5.5.3. The Value of Simulation Results for Inter-Domain Single-Path Routing (in Fig. 3.13) and Diverse-Path Routing (in Fig. 3.17)

In this chapter, we extend our inter-domain traffic engineering work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 from the AAPN to a generalized form, OSN. In this context, we should emphasize the value of the simulation results (the "X"-like curves) in Fig.3.13 (single-path routing) and Fig. 3.17 (diverse-path routing) in the context of OSN. All the results in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.17 still hold true in the context of OSN. Meanwhile, these results have two significant and important meanings to inter-domain traffic engineering, as explained in the following.
5.5.3.1. The Effective Range

It is normally considered that the outgoing-view-extension and incoming-view-extension techniques are beneficial improvements to the commonly-used per-domain path computation technique. IETF has taken the above two techniques as two main mechanisms in inter-domain traffic engineering for distributing TE information from outside the domain (area or AS) to the inside. The related standardization work (e.g., protocol extensions) in ii_ " is ongoing [Chen2007, Otani2007]. But it is unknown yet under what condition(s) these extension techniques work well or when one performs better than another.

The results in Fig.3.13 and Fig. 3.17 give the answer to the above question. The two extension techniques have different effective ranges (for single-path and diverse routing). Outside their effective ranges, they are the same to the original per-domain path computation mechanism. No similar results have been found yet.

5.5.3.2. NBMA Media among Domains

IETF only considers the scenario that multiple domains are inter-connected through direct physical inter-domain links now. If the inter-domain connecting facility is not individual domain-to-domain physical links, but the NBMA (Non-Broadcasting Multi-Access) media, e.g., Ethernet, ATM, or AAPN, then what is the mechanism of TE information distribution between the domains (area or AS) to inside? Again, no answer to this question has been found yet.

Based on the results in Fig.3. 13 and Fig. 3.17, we believe that the “virtual core node” concept in Star-TE can be used to answer the above question: distributing both the outgoing and incoming TE information of the NBMA facility into the connected domains but up to the virtual core node. We work on related protocol extensions work in order to publish another Internet Draft in the IETF.
6. Conclusions

6.1. Summary

It is expected that an agile all-photonic network (AAPN) would be used in a metropolitan context or as a wide-area network for interconnecting many local Internet networks containing many users and servers, and probably also as an Internet backbone. Hence, it is very important to design and position AAPN to support existing widely-deployed IP/MPLS architecture and protocols. This thesis focuses on the routing and protection of MPLS flows over the agile all-photonic networks (AAPN).

Since an AAPN with $N$ edge nodes provides $N \times N$ logical links among the edge nodes, the straightforward use of the OSPF routing protocol used for IP and MPLS leads to scalability problems. This thesis has therefore proposed that the AAPN configuration seen by the Internet routers should be a star with a (virtual) router at the place of the core. Such a router does not exist at the AAPN core node, but the routers at the edge nodes may project such a vision to the other routers in the connected local Internets. This routing architecture may be implemented by the routers associated with the edge nodes in such a way that they present this virtual router to the other routers in their local environment, and communicate with the routers associated with the other edge nodes by a specially adapted routing protocol that takes into account the bandwidth allocation in the AAPN and other traffic engineering parameters.

In the case that OSPF is used within the whole AAPN environment, the multi-area option of OSPF may be adapted in such a manner that the backbone area (Area 0) collapses into the virtual core router and the other independent (non-backbone) areas extend up to the virtual core router (virtual Area Border Router). This configuration present the advantage that optimal end-to-end routes can be easily established by simply concatenating optimal routes to/from the core, which can be determined by the source/destination non-backbone area independently of one another. The problem of finding optimal end-to-end inter-area routes can in general only solved by considering global knowledge; in our routing architecture with a virtual core router, no global knowledge is required, only the local
routing information within each non-backbone area is needed. Simulation studies have confirmed that our routing architecture performs very well, close to the ideal case (knowing the global knowledge), and outperforms other practical inter-domain TE approaches, both in inter-area single-path routing and diverse routing.

This virtual routing IP/MPLS architecture that we proposed is also useful for establishing protection paths for data flows that require high reliability. Instead of using link or path protection, this thesis points out that a protection approach using shared segment protection can take advantage of the multi-area routing architecture with a virtual core router. As in the case of optimal inter-area path selection, the optimization issues for the protection path can be handled independently in the source and destination areas. Simulation studies have been done to evaluate the efficiency of this protection path allocation scheme. They confirmed that this scheme leads to low blocking probabilities and efficient sharing of protection bandwidth between multiple working paths.

Our optimal routing architecture together with the elaborated protection schemes could be a promising solution for MPLS inter-area traffic engineering. In addition, we extended the routing and protection schemes developed in the context of multi-area OSPF to the case where several Internet domains (ASes) are interconnected. We showed that the virtual routing architecture and the protection schemes can also be applied to the case where several ISP networks (ASes) are interconnected by a star-like interconnection structure, as sometimes used for so-called Internet Exchanges (IX). An AAPN could thus be used for the realization of an Internet Exchange, which we call AIX (AAPN-based IX). AIX, as a novel IX architecture, for the first time, has the capability of optimal inter-ISP traffic engineering, which can not be provided by other known IX architectures in a scalable manner. We show the outstanding and distinguished advantages of AAPN when deploying it as an inter-domain (area or AS) inter-connecting infrastructure, which we believe could be one of the major applications of AAPN.

By generalizing the AAPN as the OSN (Overlaid-Star Network), or even further, as the FSN (Flat-Star Network), this thesis proposes a brand-new inter-domain traffic engineering architecture, called Star-TE, which is based in fact on the routing and protection methods we developed for optimal traffic engineering in the inter-area and inter-domain contexts over star-like architectures. It can not only be used when an AAPN is adopted as inter-connecting structure, but also when a hardware architecture of overlaid stars (OSN) or even...
a flat star (FSN), realized for instance by fast Ethernet technology, is used. After checking the RFC 4105 (Requirements for MPLS Inter-Area Traffic Engineering) and RFC 4216 (Requirements for Inter-AS Traffic Engineering), we conclude that the Star-TE satisfies all the requirements for MPLS inter-domain (area or AS) traffic engineering defined by IETF.

As we know, the main objective of inter-domain traffic engineering is to have (optimal) efficient routing (including the associated protection) in a large multi-domain network that obeys QoS requirements and features global fast recovery. But this is a yet unsolved problem, even theoretically. The difficulty comes from two aspects: one is the conflict between routing optimality and routing information scalability, another is the conflict between the routing optimality and routing information confidentiality. For optimal inter-domain routing, as a general rule, the overall optimization process should have global TE information. But this is obviously impossible in large-scale multi-domain networks, which requires the optimization process to be distributed over the network domains (e.g., one optimization sub-process per domain). Each domain should only be responsible for optimizing its own routing, and only a limited cooperation/interaction between domains would be needed. Scalability considerations limit the quantity of the interaction between domains to be small; confidentiality considerations limit the contents of the interaction between domains which should not disclose domain-specific internal information. However, it is still not clear what kind of information should be exchanged between domains to implement global optimization, even theoretically [Tomaszewski2007].

The most attractive existing solution to inter-domain traffic engineering is the PCE-based architecture proposed by IETF [RFC 4655]. By exchanging so-called “VSPT” (Virtual Shortest Path Tree) [Vasseur2007b] between neighbor domains, PCE’s BRPC (Backward Recursive Path Computation) path computation technique can compute optimal inter-domain paths given a domain sequence that the path will traverse. But the BRPC technique still has a potential scalability issue when deployed in large-scale (long domain sequence, multi-geography) networks, and/or when multiple end-to-end paths are computed.

All the above problems can be solved (at least to a big extent) by deploying Star-TE among domains in one or several “strategic” locations. The best property of Star-TE is that it can naturally “merge” (like a “glue”) local optimizations of domains directly into global optimization. Star-TE solves the scalability issue by adopting the “virtual router” concept
so as to separate the IP/MPLS control plane into each individual and independent domain. Star-TE has no requirement on the domain-local path computation mechanism (e.g., PCE, AAPN-based, or any others) in each domain. Only reachability information is needed to be exchanged among the domains connected by Star-TE. Hence there is no confidentiality issue here. In addition to the MPLS inter-area and inter-AS optimal traffic engineering, Star-TE can implement several key and important traffic engineering applications in an easy and scalable manner, which can not be provided by any other existing traffic engineering approaches. These extra applications include: inter-domain global concurrent optimization, host-to-(remote)-host optimal routing in MPLS VPN environment, universal inter-connect architecture for sub-networks deployed through various technologies (e.g., MPLS, GMPLS, PBT, T-MPLS), etc.

Furthermore, combing the best points of PCE and Star-TE architectures, this thesis proposes the segmented-PCE architecture that does not has the potential scalability problems as the original PCE proposal. We believe that the segmented-PCE architecture could be a promising candidate for a “good” inter-domain traffic engineering solution as discussed in Section 5.5.1.

6.2. Overview of Thesis Contributions

This thesis brings the following contributions:

1. **Routing Architecture of MPLS Flows over AAPN.**

   The main contribution of this thesis work lies in the optimal routing architecture for MPLS flows over AAPN. I proposed and designed¹ several schemes to improve the scalability when deploying AAPN in single OSPF area networks. AAPN is more suitable to be used in multi-area network environment due to its agility at the core and large capacity. Based on deploying AAPN as the backbone in multi-area networks, I proposed and developed a novel and scalable framework² that implements inter-area MPLS traffic engineering with the two distinguishing characteristics, namely


global routing optimality guarantee and good backward compatibility with existing OSPF routers. This is described in Section 3.2.2.

2. Inter-Area Shared Segmented Protection of MPLS Flows over AAPN

I proposed inter-area shared segment protection schemes for MPLS flows over AAPN under the traditional single-failure assumption and the weakened single-failure (multiple failures in multi-area networks) assumption we proposed for multi-area networks, respectively. The protection schemes take advantage of the flexibility of shared segment protection and the architecture of the AAPN with several overlaid core nodes for providing reliability over the AAPN but also (at the same time) over the Internet networks (areas) that are connected through the AAPN. I also developed a related signaling procedure for establishing working and protection paths, together with an inter-area routing/protection information management scheme. The simulation studies confirm the very favorable performance characteristics of the protection schemes compared with other applicable protection approaches. This is described in Section 4.4.

3. A Novel Internet eXchange (IX) Architecture based on AAPN: AIX

I proposed a novel Internet Exchange (IX) architecture, namely AIX, which adopts an AAPN as an IX. AAPN can be considered as a “distributed switch”, which combines the advantages of the network and switch. Compared to other IX architectures, e.g., LAN-based IX, MPLS IX, Photonic IX, etc., AIX has good properties of scalability, resilience, and widely distributed access points. Particularly, for the first time, AIX introduce traffic engineering (TE) into the IX world. Based on the TE framework we developed for AIX, AIX can provide optimized dynamic inter-AS/ISP (Internet Service Provider) routing while requiring no change, hardware or software, on existing traditional IP/MPLS routers. I have shown by simulation that our TE framework outperforms several existing inter-AS TE schemes. Part of the above inter-area shared segment protection can be applied to AIX, thus we can have a complete inter-AS traffic engineering solution (optimal routing and protection) for AIX. This is described in Section 3.3.

4. Star-TE: A Promising General Solution to Inter-Domain Traffic Engineering

---


As the generalized extension to the AAPN-based inter-area and inter-AS traffic engineering frameworks, I proposed and developed\(^1\) a novel inter-domain optimal traffic engineering architecture, called Star-TE, on the basis of the overlaid-star networks (OSN). Star-TE adopts the concept of virtual router (v-ABR or v-ASBR) to separate inter-domain control plane so as to solve the inter-domain scalability and confidentiality issues while keeping the global optimality guarantee. This is described in Section 5.2.

I also proposed the Segmented PCE architecture that solves the inherent scalability and robustness issues in the original PCE architecture proposed by IETF. With Star-TE deployed inside, the PCE architecture can be used in large-scale, multi-geography, multi-provider, and multi-domain networks. This is described in Section 5.3.3.

Simulation results showed that the performance of Star-TE is very close to the ideal global knowledge case. Furthermore, the simulation results also indicated the particular effective conditions/ranges for the outgoing-view-extension and incoming-view-extension techniques that are considered as key improvement to the commonly-used per-domain path computation technique. Based on this result, I believe that the “virtual core router” concept in Star-TE can be used to answered the question, to a large extend, of how to export TE information when the inter-domain connecting facility is a NBMA (non-broadcast multi-access, ATM, Ethernet, etc.) media, a problem that was not solved yet.

During the last three years, I also worked on the following research topics:

1. **Delay Performance Analyses for an Agile All-Photonic Star Network**
   Dr. Cheng Peng and I proposed two analytical models\(^2\), called first-fit model (by Dr. Peng) and first-fit with random model (by myself), to analyze the delay performance for the AAPN and made the simulation to verify the model. It is shown that, if a bandwidth allocation algorithm keeps allocating free bandwidth (i.e. the bandwidth that is not allocated to any requests), the allocation algorithm may achieve a good delay performance especially in long-haul networks. This is not described in this thesis.

2. **Blocking Analysis for Time-Space Switched All-Optical Networks**

\(^1\) Peng He and Gregor von Bochmann, “Overlaid-Star Networks for Inter-Area and Inter-AS MPLS Traffic Engineering”, submitted to OSA JON journal.

Dr. Bin Zhou and I proposed and developed a new analytical model\(^1\) based on the inclusion-exclusion principle from combinatorics, for evaluating the blocking performance of time-space switched optical networks with fixed routing and random wavelength/timeslot assignment. This model can be used to analyze networks with arbitrary topologies and traffic patterns. The accuracy of the proposed analytical model is validated through simulations. In the work, Dr. Zhou and I developed the model together, and I also focus on the related simulation work. This is not described in this thesis.

3. Optimization Analysis of Optical Time Slot Interchangers in All-Optical Network

Mr. Hassan Zeineddine and I studied optimization issues of deploying passive optical time slot interchangers (POTSI), a simplified form of the Optical Time Slot Interchanger (OTSI), in all-optical networks. We conducted a comparison\(^2\) between POTSI and the various OTSIs noted in the literature in terms of fiber length, crossbar size, and number of switching operations. Furthermore, we proposed an optimized form of POTSI, Limited-Range POTSI (POTSI-LR), whose capability is limited to switching a timeslot to a subset of nearby timeslots in the frame instead of all possible timeslots. Meanwhile, we investigated the sharing of POTSI-LR as opposed to dedicating one device to each ongoing link. Through analytical and simulation results, we showed that deploying shared limited-range POTSIs can achieve blocking probabilities very close to those of dedicated full-interchanging-range POTSIs. Precisely, the POTSI sharing-percentage can be as small as 20\% of the nodal degree together with an interchanging-range as small as 30\%; and hence, the overall cost and crossbar complexity can be substantially reduced while still maintaining close to optimal performance gain. These results can be used to guide the design of OTSIs for optical networks. In this work, Zeineddine and I proposed the sharing optimal POTSI architecture and I also focused on the analytical analysis work. This is not described in this thesis.


6.3. Future Work

This thesis leaves the following aspects for further study:

1) **Further study of the segmented-PCE architecture.** We believe the segmented-PCE architecture proposed in this thesis has the great potential to be a “good” solution for inter-domain traffic engineering. Further research work on this topic includes:
   - Thorough performance comparison between the segment-PCE and original PCE architecture in meshed large-scale multi-domain networks;
   - Given a meshed large-scale multi-domain network, and a traffic matrix (intra-domain and inter-domain), how to choose “strategic” location(s) to deploy Star-TE? Any tradeoff between the cost of deploying Star-TE and the network performance improvement?
   - How to compute an optimal domain sequence in a segmented PCE architecture?
   - Further study on the possible usage of Star-TE (and/or Segmented PCE) for addressing the complexity of traffic engineering in large, multi-vendor, multi-technology or multi-domain networks.

2) Study what possible role the Star-TE enabled Internet Exchange (IX) can play in the commercial framework proposed by IPSphere Forum. The IPsphere Forum is an international, industry-wide, non-profit association of IT, telecommunications, and networking companies with the mission of enabling the "Business of IP" by developing an open multi-stakeholder multi-geography web-services framework for the rapid creation and automated deployment of IP-based services [IPSF]. The IPsphere Forum proposes the addition of a business layer. The ISPs advertise the services that they support in the business layer. However, these services must be composed or inter-connected so as to provide end-to-end services. Before providing a new service between a source and destination that are located in different ISP networks, the list of providers that this new service has to cross must be determined. The complexity of this problem is similar to the complexity of inter-domain optimal routing that we have studied in this thesis. Hence we believe that the Star-TE enabled Internet Exchange can play an important role in the IPsphere business framework since an IX usually inter-connects several ISP networks and a Star-TE enabled IX inter-connects these ISP networks optimally for traffic engineering. But
how to merge Star-TE enabled IXes (also including existing IXs) into the IPsphere framework (e.g., functionality extensions, protocol extensions, etc.) and related performance issues remain as open problems.

3) **Define a protocol between edge nodes for inter-area (OSPF) and inter-AS (BGP) routing and protection.** The work in [Chou2002] can be used as a reference.

4) **Implementation of Star-TE in the AAPN prototype.** It would be very valuable and interesting to implement the Star-TE in the AAPN prototype [Bochmann2007] so as to evaluate the performance of Star-TE in this near-realistic prototype environment, either with multi-area or multi-AS configuration.
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